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Abstract
We consider discrete non-divergence form difference operators in an i.i.d.
random environment and the corresponding process – the random walk in
a balanced random environment in ℤ푑 . We first quantify the ergodicity of
the environment viewed from the point of view of the particle. As a conse-
quence, we quantify the quenched central limit theorem of the random walk
with an algebraic rate. Furthermore, we prove algebraic rate of convergence
for homogenization of the Dirichlet problems for both elliptic and parabolic
non-divergence form difference operators.
1 Introduction
Let 핊푑×푑 denote the set of 푑 × 푑 positive-definite diagonal matrices. A map
휔 ∶ ℤ푑 → 핊푑×푑
is called an environment. Denote the set of all environments by Ω and let ℙ be a
probability measure on Ω so that{
휔(푥) = diag[휔1(푥),… , 휔푑(푥)], 푥 ∈ ℤ푑
}
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are i.i.d. under ℙ. Expectation with respect to ℙ is denoted by 피.
Let {푒1,… , 푒푑} be the canonical basis for ℝ푑 . For any function 푢 ∶ ℤ푑 → ℝ
and 휔 ∈ Ω, define the non-divergence form difference operator
tr(휔(푥)∇2푢) =
푑∑
푖=1
휔푖(푥)[푢(푥 + 푒푖) + 푢(푥 − 푒푖) − 2푢(푥)],
where ∇2 = diag[∇21,… ,∇2푑], and ∇2푖 푢(푥) = 푢(푥 + 푒푖) + 푢(푥 − 푒푖) − 2푢(푥).For 푟 > 0, we let
픹푟 =
{
푥 ∈ ℝ푑 ∶ |푥| < 푟} , 퐵푟 = 픹푟 ∩ ℤ푑
denote the continuous and discrete balls with center 표 = (0,… , 0) and radius 푟,
respectively. For any 퐵 ⊂ ℤ푑 , its discrete boundary is the set
휕퐵 ∶=
{
푧 ∈ ℤ푑 ⧵ 퐵 ∶ dist(푧, 푥) = 1 for some 푥 ∈ 퐵} .
Let 퐵̄ = 퐵 ∪ 휕퐵. Note that with abuse of notation, whenever confusion does not
occur, we also use 휕퐴 and 퐴̄ to denote the usual continuous boundary and closure
of 퐴 ⊂ ℝ푑 , respectively.
For 푥 ∈ ℤ푑 , a spatial shift 휃푥 ∶ Ω→ Ω is defined by
(휃푥휔)(⋅) = 휔(푥 + ⋅).
In a random environment휔 ∈ Ω, we consider the discrete elliptic Dirichlet problem
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1
2 tr(휔∇
2푢(푥)) = 1
푅2
푓
(
푥
푅
)
휓(휃푥휔) 푥 ∈ 퐵푅,
푢(푥) = 푔
(
푥|푥|
)
푥 ∈ 휕퐵푅,
(1)
where 푓 ∈ ℝ픹1 , 푔 ∈ ℝ휕픹1 are functions with good regularity properties and
휓 ∈ ℝΩ is bounded and satisfies suitable measurability condition. Stochastic ho-
mogenization studies (for ℙ-almost all 휔) the convergence of 푢 to the solution 푢̄ of
a deterministic effective equation{ 1
2 tr(푎̄퐷
2푢̄) = 푓휓̄ in 픹1,
푢̄ = 푔 on 휕픹1, (2)
as 푅 → ∞. Here 퐷2푢̄ denotes the Hessian matrix of 푢̄ and 푎̄ = 푎̄(ℙ) ∈ 핊푑×푑 and
휓̄ = 휓̄(ℙ, 휓) ∈ ℝ are deterministic and do not depend on the realization of the
random environment (see the statement of Theorem 5 for formulas for 푎̄ and 휓̄).
Similarly we can also formulate the parabolic version of the discrete Dirichlet
problem. To this end, we need some notations. Denote parabolic cylinders by
핂푅 ∶= 픹푅 × [0, 푅2) ⊂ ℝ푑 ×ℝ, 퐾푅 = 핂푅 ∩ (ℤ푑 × ℤ),
2
and their parabolic boundaries as
휕푝핂푅 =
(
휕픹푅 × (0, 푅2)
)
∪
(
픹̄푅 × {푅2}
)
,
휕푝퐾푅 =
(
휕퐵푅 × {1,… , ⌈푅2⌉}) ∪ (퐵푅 × {⌈푅2⌉}) =∶ 휕푙퐾푅 ∪ 휕푡퐾푅.
Here 휕푙, 휕푡 denote lateral- and time- boundaries. Write
핂̄푅 = 핂푅 ∪ 휕푝핂푅, 퐾̄푅 = 퐾푅 ∪ 휕푝퐾푅.
We will also consider the homogenization of the discrete parabolic problem 1⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1
2 tr(휔∇
2푢(푥, 푛 + 1)) + [푢(푥, 푛 + 1) − 푢(푥, 푛)] = 1
푅2
푓
(
푥
푅
, 푛
푅2
)
휓(휃푥휔) (푥, 푛) ∈ 퐾푅
푢(푥, 푛) = 푔
(
푥|푥|∨√푛 , 푛|푥|2∨푛
)
(푥, 푛) ∈ 휕푝퐾푅,
(3)
as 푅→∞ to an effective equation{ 1
2 tr(푎̄퐷
2푢̄) + 푏̄휕푡푢̄ = 푓휓̄ in 핂1
푢̄ = 푔 on 휕푝핂1, (4)
where 푓 ∈ ℝ핂1 , 푔 ∈ ℝ휕푝핂1 , 휓 ∈ ℝΩ are functions with suitable regularity and
measurability, and 푎̄, 푏̄, 휓̄ are deterministic.
The difference equations (1) and (3) are used to describe random walks in a
random environment (RWRE) in ℤ푑 . To be specific, we set
휔(푥, 푥 ± 푒푖) ∶=
휔푖(푥)
2tr휔(푥)
for 푖 = 1,… 푑,
and 휔(푥, 푦) = 0 if |푥 − 푦| ≠ 1. Namely, we normalize 휔 to get a transition prob-
ability. We remark that the configuration of {휔(푥, 푦) ∶ 푥, 푦 ∈ ℤ푑} is also called
a balanced environment in the literature [21, 18, 7, 14]. For a fixed 휔 ∈ Ω, the
random walk (푋푛)푛≥0 in the environment 휔 is a Markov chain in ℤ푑 with transition
probability 푃 푥휔 specified by
푃 푥휔
(
푋푛+1 = 푧|푋푛 = 푦) = 휔(푦, 푧). (5)
The expectation with respect to 푃 푥휔 is written as 퐸푥휔. When the starting point of therandom walk is 0, we sometimes omit the superscript and simply write 푃 0휔, 퐸0휔 as
푃휔 and 퐸휔, respectively. Notice that for random walks (푋푛) in an environment 휔,
휔̄푖 = 휃푋푖휔 ∈ Ω, 푖 ≥ 0,
is also a Markov chain, called the environment viewed from the point of view of the
particle. With abuse of notation, we enlarge our probability space so that 푃휔 still
denotes the joint law of the random walks and (휔̄푖)푖≥0.
The following quenched central limit theorem (QCLT) is proved by Lawler [21],
which is a discrete version of Papanicolaou and Varadhan [28].
1Note that here the discrete Hessian ∇2 only acts on the space coordinate 푥.
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Theorem 1 (Lawler [21]). Assume that law ℙ of the environment is ergodic under
spatial shifts {휃푥 ∶ 푥 ∈ ℤ푑} and that ℙ(휔(0,±푒푖) ≥ 휅, 푖 = 1,… , 푑) = 1 for some
constant 휅 > 0. Then
(i) There exists a probability measureℚ ≈ ℙ such that (휔̄푖)푖≥0 is an ergodic (with
respect to time shifts) sequence under law ℚ × 푃휔.
(ii) For ℙ-almost every 휔, the rescaled path푋푛2푡∕푛 converges weakly (under law
푃휔) to a Brownian motion with covariance matrix 푎̄ = 퐸ℚ[휔∕tr휔] > 0.
This QCLT is later generalized to (non-uniformly) elliptic ergodic environment
with a moment condition by Guo and Zeitouni [18], and genuinely 푑-dimensional
i.i.d. environmentwithout ellipticity byBerger andDeuschel [7]. For time-dependent
balanced environments, the QCLT is proved by Deuschel, Guo and Ramirez [14].
We remark that QCLT is obtained for very few RWRE models with zero effec-
tive speed. Another case that QCLT is proved for zero-speed RWRE is the random
conductancemodel, cf. the survey article by Biskup [9] and references therein. Note
that unlike the QCLT of random conductance models, for balanced RWRE the in-
variant measure ℚ of the environment process does not have an explicit formula in
terms of the environment measure ℙ. Even though by Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem,
ℚ can be approximated qualitatively by
lim
푛→∞
1
푛
푛−1∑
푖=0
퐸휔[휓(휔̄푖)] = 퐸ℚ[휓] ℙ-a.s. (6)
for any bounded function 휓 on environments, in order to better understand the ef-
fective matrix 푎̄ it is important to quantify the speed of this convergence.
The difference equations (1), (3) and PDEs (2), (4) are used to describe micro-
scopic and macroscopic dynamics of a diffusive particle, respectively. For instance,
solution of the Dirichlet problem (1) can be represented in terms of the RWRE:
푢(푥) = 퐸푥휔[푔(푋휏∕|푋휏 |)] − 1푅2퐸푥휔[
휏−1∑
푖=0
푓 (푋푖
푅
)휓(휔̄푖)
]
, (7)
where 휏 = 휏푅 = min{푛 ≥ 0 ∶ 푋푛 ∉ 퐵푅}. On the other hand, it is well-known that
by the classical Feynman-Kac formula, solution of the PDE (2) can be expressed
similarly in terms of the Brownian motion with covariance matrix 푎̄. The goal of
this paper is to exploit this connection to quantify the rate of the micro-to-macro
convergence for both the equations and the processes.
Throughout the paper, we assume
(i) {휔(푥), 푥 ∈ ℤ푑} are i.i.d. under the probability measure ℙ.
(ii) 휔tr휔 ≥ 2휅I for ℙ-almost every 휔 and some constant 휅 > 0.
In the paper, we use 푐, 퐶 to denote positive constants which may change from line
to line but that only depend on the dimension 푑 and the ellipticity constant 휅 unless
otherwise stated.
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1.1 Main results
Our first main result quantifies the speed of convergence in the ergodic averaging
(6).
Theorem 2. For any 푝 ∈ (0, 푑), there exists 훼 = 훼(푑, 휅, 푝) > 0 such that for any
bounded function 휓 of 휔(0) and any stopping time 푇 of the random walk (푋푖)푖≥0,
ℙ
(|||1푛퐸휔[ 푇∧푛−1∑푖=0 (휓(휔̄푖) − 퐸ℚ휓)]|||≥ 퐶‖휓‖∞푛−훼
)
≤ 퐶푒−푐푛푝∕2 .
In particular,
ℙ
(|||1푛 푛−1∑푖=0 퐸휔[휓(휔̄푖)] − 퐸ℚ휓|||≥ 퐶‖휓‖∞푛−훼
)
≤ 퐶푒−푐푛푝∕2 .
Here 퐶, 푐 are constants depending only on (푑, 휅, 푝).
In Theorem 2 and our other main results below we assume that the function
휓(휔) depends only on the environment at the origin, 휔(0). The techniques of our
paper can be extended to bounded local functions 휓 (i.e. bounded functions de-
pending only on the environment in a bounded neighborhood of the origin) and
also to laws ℙ on environments with finite range dependence. However, to keep the
presentation as clear as possible we will restrict ourselves to i.i.d. environments and
functions 휓 which depend only on 휔(0).
As a consequence of Theorem 2, we obtain a Berry-Esseen type estimate for
the one-dimensional projections of the QCLT (Theorem 1).
Theorem 3. For any 푝 ∈ (0, 푑), there exists constant 훾 = 훾(푝, 푑, 휅) > 0 such that
for any unit vector 퓁 ∈ ℝ푑 , with ℙ-probability at least 1 − 퐶푒−푛푝∕2 ,
sup
푟∈ℝ
|||푃휔 (푋푛 ⋅ 퓁∕√푛 ≤ 푟√퓁푇 푎̄퓁) − Φ(푟)|||≤ 퐶푛−훾 ,
where Φ(푟) = (2휋)−1 ∫ 푟−∞ 푒−푥2∕2d푥 for all 푟 ∈ ℝ.
Remark 4. This quantitative CLT is the first such result for a non-reversible RWRE
model with zero speed. Previously, for reversible RWRE models, quantitative CLTs
were proved by Mourrat [26] and Andres and Neukamm [2] in the case of the ran-
dom conductancemodel, and by Ahn and Peterson [1] in the case of one-dimensional
i.i.d. environments. For non-reversible RWRE, quantitative CLTs were obtained by
Guo and Peterson [17] for certain ballistic RWRE.
Quantitative CLTs [1, 17] for ballistic RWRE were obtained by comparing the
random path to sum of independent random variables. However, in the zero-speed
regime, due to the complicated correlation between the path and the environment,
there is no such independence structure to exploit. Here the quantitative control
(Theorem 2) on the ergodicity of the environmental process plays a key role.
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Finally, our last twomain results give algebraic convergence rates for the stochas-
tic homogenization of the discrete elliptic and parabolic difference equations in (1)
and (3), respectively.
Theorem 5. Recall the measure ℚ in Theorem 1. Suppose 푔 ∈ 퐶3(휕픹1), 푓 ∈
퐶0,1(픹1), and 휓 is a function of 휔(0) with ‖휓∕tr휔‖∞ < ∞. For any 푞 ∈ (0, 푑),
there exist random variable 풳 = 풳 (휔, 푞, 푑, 휅) with 피[exp(푐풳 푑)] < ∞, and posi-
tive constants 훽 = 훽(푑, 휅, 푞) and퐶1 = 퐶1(푑, 휅, ‖푓‖퐶0,1(픹1)+‖푔‖퐶3(휕픹1)+‖휓∕tr휔‖∞)
such that for all 푅 > 0, the solution 푢 of (1) satisfies
max
푥∈퐵푅
||||푢(푥) − 푢̄( 푥푅)|||| ≤ 퐶1(1 +풳푅−푞∕푑)푅−훽 ,
where 푢̄ is the solution of the effective equation (2) with 푎̄ = 퐸ℚ[휔∕tr휔] > 0 and
휓̄ = 퐸ℚ[휓∕tr휔]. In particular,
ℙ
(
max
푥∈퐵푅
||||푢(푥) − 푢̄( 푥푅)|||| ≥ 2퐶1푅−훽
)
≤ 퐶 exp(−푐푅푞).
Theorem 6. Assume 휅퐼 ≤ 휔 ≤ 휅−1퐼 for ℙ-almost all 휔. Suppose2 푓 ∈ 퐶0,1(핂1),
푔 ∈ 퐶32 (휕
푝핂1), and 휓 is a bounded function of 휔(0). For any 푞 ∈ (0, 푑), there exist
positive constants 훽 = 훽(푑, 휅, 푞), 퐶 = 퐶(푑, 휅, ‖푓‖퐶0,1(핂1) + ‖푔‖퐶32 (휕푝핂1) + ‖휓‖∞)
and a random variable 풴 = 풴 (휔, 푞, 푑, 휅) with 피[exp(푐풴 푑+1)] < ∞ such that for
all 푅 > 0, the solution 푢 of (3) satisfies
max
퐾푅
||||푢(푥, 푛) − 푢̄( 푥푅 , 푛푅2)|||| ≤ 퐶(1 +풴푅−푞∕(푑+1))푅−훽 ,
where 푢̄ is the solution of the effective equation (4) with 푎̄ = 퐸ℚ[휔∕tr휔] > 0,
푏̄ = 퐸ℚ[1∕tr휔] and 휓̄ = 퐸ℚ[휓∕tr휔]. In particular,
ℙ
(
max
퐾푅
||||푢(푥, 푛) − 푢̄( 푥푅 , 푛푅2)|||| ≥ 2퐶푅−훽
)
≤ 퐶 exp(−푐푅푞).
In the PDE setting, qualitative results for the homogenization of linear non-
divergence form operators were first obtained by Papanicolaou and Varadhan [28],
and Yurinskii [29]. Qualitative results in fully nonlinear setting was obtained by
Caffarelli, Souganidis, and Wang [13]. In terms of quantitative results, Yurinski
derived a second moment estimate of the homogenization error in [30] for linear
elliptic case, and Caffarelli and Sougandis [12] proved a logarithmic convergence
rate for the nonlinear elliptic case. Afterwards, Armstrong, Smart [4], and Lin,
Smart [24] achieved an algebraic convergence rate for fully nonlinear elliptic equa-
tions, and fully nonlinear parabolic equations, respectively. Note that apart from our
parabolic result (Theorem 6) being discrete, there are two main differences between
our case and the case considered in [24]. The first is that our environment is not
2Here, 퐶32 means “퐶3 in space and 퐶2 in time".
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time-dependent. The second is that our environment measure does not decorrelate
in time as assumed in [24].
Our results of the algebraic rate of homogenization are the first of such kind
for non-divergence form difference operators. Our work is inspired by Armstrong,
Smart [4], and Berger, Cohen, Deuschel, Guo [6].
Before proceeding with the proofs of the main results, we give here a brief
outline of the structure of the rest of the paper.
In Section 2 we quantify the ergodicity of the environment process by proving a
quantitative homogenization result (Proposition 7) for a special case of the elliptic
problem (1) when 푓 ≡ 1, 푔 ≡ 0. To this end, we control the homogenization
error with a subadditive quantity 휇푛(0) introduced by Armstrong and Smart [4]
that measures the convexity of super-solutions in boxes with sidelength 3푛. The
main task is to obtain exponential decay for moments of 휇푛(0). A key observation
(Lemma 21) is that it suffices to have a lower bound and appropriate upper bounds in
“nearly homogenized" scales for small perturbations 휇푛(푠) of 휇푛(0) for some 푠 > 0.
To get the lower bound, we use the ergodicity of ℚ and an idea of Berger [5] to
show that with high probability, the homogenization error grows subquadratically.
(Note that similar lower bound for the case 휓(휔) = tr휔(0) is obtained in the con-
tinuous setting in [4] using a Lipschitz property of 휇푛(푠). However, we are unsure
how to verify this Lipschitz property even for linear elliptic equations.)
The upper bound is achieved by comparing super-solutions that are “convex
at most points" to a paraboloid. Note that here we exploit the geometry of the
subdifferential set to avoid some technical convex analysis details such as the use
of John’s Lemma as in [4].
Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the quantitative RWRE results Theorems 2
and 3.
Finally, in Section 4, using Proposition 7, Theorem 2 and quantitative versions
of Berger’s qualitative argument [5] (cf. Lemma 13), we obtain algebraic rate of
homogenization for both elliptic and parabolic difference operators (Theorems 5
and 6).
2 Quantification of ergodicity of the environmental pro-
cess
For 휔 ∈ Ω, define the operator 퐿휔 by
퐿휔푢(푥) =
∑
푦
휔(푥, 푦)[푢(푦) − 푢(푥)] = 1
2tr휔(푥)
tr(휔(푥)∇2푢). (8)
Fix a bounded function 휓 of 휔(0). With a slight abuse of notation we will some-
times also use 휓 to denote the function on ℤ푑 defined by
휓(푥) = 휓휔(푥) =∶ 휓(휃푥휔). (9)
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For any finite subset 퐵 ⊂ ℤ푑 , consider the Dirichlet problem{
퐿휔휙 = 휓휔 − 퐸ℚ휓 in 퐵,
휙|휕퐵 = 0. (10)
The purpose of this section is to show that 휙 grows subquadratically in terms
of the diameter of 퐵 (Proposition 7).
Proposition 7. For any 푝 ∈ (0, 푑), there exists 훼 = 훼(푑, 휅, 푝) > 0 such that for any
subset 퐵 ⊂ □푅 = {푥 ∈ ℤ푑 ∶ |푥|∞ < 푅∕2}, the solution 휙 of (10) satisfies
ℙ
(
max
퐵
1
푅2
|휙| ≥ 퐶‖휓‖∞푅−훼) ≤ 퐶 exp(−푐푅푝).
Notice that if we let 휏 = 휏퐵 = inf{푛 ≥ 0 ∶ 푋푛 ∉ 퐵} be the exit time from 퐵.
Then the solution 휙 = 휙퐵,휓 of (10) can be expressed as
휙(푥) = −퐸푥휔
[휏−1∑
푖=0
(휓(휔̄푖) − 퐸ℚ휓)
]
, 푥 ∈ 퐵̄푅.
Moreover, since |푋푛|2 − 푛 is a martingale we have that the expected exit time
퐸푥휔[휏] = 퐸
푥
휔
[|푋휏 |2] − |푥|2 (11)
is at most 퐶푅2 if 퐵 ⊂ □푅.
Without loss of generality, we assume ‖휓‖∞ = 1 throughout this section.
2.1 Measuring the convexity of solutions
To obtain bounds for 휙, we use a discrete version of the classical Alexandrov-
Bakelman-Pucci (ABP) estimate to control functions with their subdifferentials. In
this subsection, we will define the subdifferential set and discuss some of its basic
properties that will be used in the rest of the paper.
Definition 8. For 퐵 ⊂ ℤ푑 , we define for 푥 ∈ 퐵, 푢 ∈ ℝ퐵̄, the sub-differential set
휕푢(푥;퐵) =
{
푝 ∈ ℝ푑 ∶ 푢(푥) − 푝 ⋅ 푥 ≤ 푢(푦) − 푝 ⋅ 푦 for all 푦 ∈ 퐵̄} ⊂ ℝ푑 .
For any 퐴 ⊂ 퐵, let
휕푢(퐴;퐵) =
⋃
푥∈퐴
휕푢(푥;퐵).
We write 휕푢(퐵;퐵) simply as 휕푢(퐵).
Lemma 9 (ABP inequality). Let 퐸 ⊂ ℤ푑 be a finite connected subset, and let
diam(퐸̄) = max{|푥 − 푦| ∶ 푥, 푦 ∈ 퐸̄} be the diameter of 퐸. There exists a constant
퐶 = 퐶(푑) such that for any function 푢 on 퐸̄, we have
min
휕퐸
푢 ≤ min
퐸
푢 + 퐶diam(퐸̄)|휕푢(퐸)|1∕푑 .
Here, for 푈 ⊂ ℝ푑 , |푈 | denotes the Lebesgue measure of 푈 .
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Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that
푀 ∶= min
휕퐸
푢 − min
퐸
푢 > 0,
and 푢(푥0) = min퐸 푢 for some 푥0 ∈ 퐸. Then, for any 푝 ∈ ℝ푑 such that
|푝| < 푀∕diam(퐸̄),
we have
푢(푦) − 푢(푥0) ≥푀 > 푝 ⋅ (푦 − 푥0) for all 푦 ∈ 휕퐸.
Thus the minimum of 푢(푥)−푝⋅푥 is achieved in퐸, and hence, 푝 ∈ 휕푢(퐸). Therefore,
픹푀∕diam(퐸̄) ⊂ 휕푢(퐸),
and the lemma follows.
In our setting, the volume of the subdifferential set is used to measure the con-
vexity of the function. For 푢 ∈ ℝ퐵̄, let 푢̆ ∶ ℝ푑 → ℝ (called the convex envelope of
푢) denote the biggest convex function that is smaller than 푢. That is,
푢̆(푥) = 푢̆(푥;퐵) = sup
{
퓁(푥) ∶ 퓁 is affine and 퓁 ≤ 푢 in 퐵̄} .
Notice that the convex envelope 푢̆ is defined over the whole ℝ푑 . Here are some
basic facts about the subdifferential. See the book of Caffarelli and Cabré [11] for
more details in the continuous setting.
1. The volume |휕푢(푥;퐵)| of a subdifferential set is preserved by affine transla-
tions. That is, letting 푢̃(푥) ∶= 푢(푥) + 푎 ⋅ 푥 + 푏, then 휕푢̃(푥, 퐵) = 휕푢(푥;퐵) + 푎
is only a translation of 휕푢(푥;퐵), and therefore, the volume is preserved.
2. If 푢(푥) = 푢̆(푥), then 휕푢̆(푥;퐵) = 휕푢(푥;퐵). If 푢(푥) ≠ 푢̆(푥), then |휕푢̆(푥;퐵)| = 0.
Hence, |휕푢(퐴;퐵)| = |휕푢̆(퐴;퐵)| for any 퐴 ⊂ 퐵.
3. The intersection of subdifferentials at different points has Lebesgue measure
0. That is, |휕푢(푥;퐵) ∩ 휕푢(푦;퐵)| = 0 if 푥 ≠ 푦. So for 퐴 ⊂ 퐵,|||휕푢(퐴;퐵)|||= ∑
푥∈퐴
|휕푢(푥;퐵)|.
4. For any convex function 푤 ∶ ℝ푑 → ℝ and any convex set 퐴 ⊂ 퐵 ⊂ ℝ푑 , we
have 휕푤(퐴;퐵) = 휕푤(퐴).
5. The volume of the subdifferentials has upper bound in terms of the non-
divergence form difference operator as following.
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Lemma 10. For any 푥 ∈ 퐵 with 휕푢(푥;퐵) ≠ ∅, we have
|휕푢(푥;퐵)| ≤ (2퐿휔푢(푥)∕휅)푑+.
In particular, if 퐿휔푢(푥) ≤ 퓁∕2 in 퐵, then
|휕푢(퐵)| ≤ (퓁+∕휅)푑|퐵|.
Proof. For 푥 ∈ 퐵 such that 휕푢(푥;퐵) ≠ ∅, up to an affine translation, we may
assume
푢(푥) = 0 and 0 ∈ 휕푢(푥;퐵).
We will show that
휕푢(푥;퐵) ⊂
[
−(퐿휔푢(푥))+∕휅, (퐿휔푢(푥))+∕휅
]푑 .
Indeed, for any 푝 ∈ 휕푢(푥;퐵), by the definition of the subdifferential set,
푢(푥 ± 푒푖) − 푢(푥) ≥ ±푝 ⋅ 푒푖 for all 푖 = 1,… , 푑.
Moreover, since 0 ∈ 휕푢(푥;퐵), we have 푢(푦) ≥ 푢(푥) for all 푦 ∈ 퐵̄. Hence, by
uniform ellipticity, we conclude that for every 푖 = 1,… , 푑,
퐿휔푢(푥) =
∑
푒∶|푒|=1휔(푥, 푥 + 푒)[푢(푥 + 푒) − 푢(푥)] ≥ 휅|푝 ⋅ 푒푖|.
So, clearly, 퐿휔푢(푥) ≤ 0 implies |휕푢(푥;퐵)| = 0.
Let us now consider the case that 퐿휔푢(푥) > 0. By scaling, we may assume that
퐿휔푢(푥) = 1. By the above inequality, 푝 ∈ [−1∕휅, 1∕휅]푑 for every 푝 ∈ 휕푢(푥;퐵).
Hence, 휕푢(푥;퐵) ⊂ [−1∕휅, 1∕휅]푑 , and the lemma follows.
For 푟 > 0, let□푟 ∶= {푥 ∈ ℤ푑 ∶ |푥|∞ < 푟∕2} denote the cube of side-length 푟
centered at the origin, and
푄푛 ∶= □3푛 , 푅푛 ∶= 3푛. (12)
Note that #푄푛 = 3푛푑 , where #퐴 is the cardinality of a set 퐴. For each 푛 ∈ ℕ, we
divide ℤ푑 into disjoint triadic cubes {푦 + 푄푛 ∶ 푦 ∈ 3푛ℤ푑}, among which we let
푄푛(푥) denote the triadic cube that contains 푥 ∈ ℤ푑 .
Definition 11. 1. For a fixed function 휓 of 휔(0), 푠 ∈ ℝ, recall (9) and define
the sets of super-solutions
푆(푠;퐵) ∶=
{
푢 ∈ ℝ퐵̄ ∶ 퐿휔푢(푥) ≤ 푠 + 휓휔(푥) − 퐸ℚ[휓] ∀푥 ∈ 퐵
}
,
푆∗(푠;퐵) ∶=
{
푢 ∈ ℝ퐵̄ ∶ 퐿휔푢(푥) ≤ 푠 − 휓휔(푥) + 퐸ℚ[휓] ∀푥 ∈ 퐵
}
.
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Let the “exact" solutions be
(푠;퐵) = {푢 ∈ ℝ퐵̄ ∶ 퐿휔푢(푥) = 푠 + 휓휔(푥) − 퐸ℚ[휓] ∀푥 ∈ 퐵} ,
∗(푠;퐵) = {푢 ∈ ℝ퐵̄ ∶ 퐿휔푢(푥) = 푠 − 휓휔(푥) + 퐸ℚ[휓] ∀푥 ∈ 퐵} .
When 퐵 = 푄푛, the above sets are written as 푆푛(푠), 푆∗푛 (푠), 푛(푠), ∗푛 (푠), re-
spectively.
2. For 푠 ∈ ℝ, 퐵 ⊂ ℤ푑 , let
휇(푠;퐵) = 1
#퐵
sup
푢∈푆(푠;퐵)
|휕푢(퐵)|, 휇∗(푠;퐵) = 1
#퐵
sup
푢∈푆∗(푠;퐵)
|휕푢(퐵)|.
When 퐵 = 푄푛, the above quantities are written as 휇푛(푠), 휇∗푛(푠), respectively.
We remark that in the definition of 휇푛(푠), the set 푆푛(푠) can be replaced by 푛(푠).
Indeed, if 푢 ∈ 푆푛(푠), 푣 ∈ 푛(푠) with 푣 = 푢 on 휕푄푛, then since 퐿휔푢(푥) ≤ 퐿휔푣(푥) in
푄푛 it follows from the comparison principle that 푣 ≤ 푢 in푄푛. Therefore, 휕푢(푄푛) ⊂
휕푣(푄푛), and so
sup
푢∈푆푛(푠)
|휕푢(푄푛)| = sup
푢∈푛(푠)
|휕푢(푄푛)|.
Moreover, by Lemma 10 and the definition of 휇푛, for 푛 ∈ ℕ and 푠 ∈ ℝ,
휇푛(푠) ≤ 2푑 [(2‖휓‖∞ + 푠)+∕휅]푑 . (13)
Similar inequality holds also for 휇∗푛(푠).
Lemma 12. (a) For all 푚, 푛 ∈ ℕ, 푠 ∈ ℝ,
피[휇2푚+푛(푠)] ≤ 푅−푑푛 Var[휇푚(푠)] + 피[휇푚(푠)]2.
(b) 피[휇푛(푠)] and 피[휇푛(푠)2] are both non-increasing in 푛 ∈ ℕ, and non-decreasing
in 푠.
(c) Set 휇∞(푠) ∶= lim푛→∞ 피[휇푛(푠)]. Then
lim
푛→∞
휇푛(푠) = 휇∞(푠)
ℙ-almost surely and in 퐿1(ℙ).
The same statements are true for 휇∗푛(푠) and 휇
∗
∞(푠) ∶= lim푛→∞ 피[휇
∗
푛(푠)].
Proof. Clearly, both 피[휇푛(푠)] and 피[휇푛(푠)2] are non-decreasing in 푠, since the set
푆푛(푠) in the definition of 휇푛(푠) is non-decreasing in 푠. The value of 푠 in 휇푛(푠) is
irrelevant in the rest of the proof, and hence sometimes omitted.
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Denote by {푄푖푚 ∶ 1 ≤ 푖 ≤ #푄푛} the collection of disjoint 푚-level sub-boxes
of 푄푚+푛. Let 휇(푖)푚 = 휇(푖)푚 (푠) = sup푢∈푆(푠;푄푖푚) |휕푢(푄푖푚)|∕#푄푚. Note that for any 푢 ∈
푆푚+푛(푠) and 푥 ∈ 푄푖푚, 휕푢(푥;푄푚+푛) ⊂ 휕푢(푥;푄푖푚) and so
휇푚+푛 ≤ ∑
1≤푖≤#푄푛
휇(푖)푚
/
#푄푛. (14)
By the fact that {휇푖푚 ∶ 1 ≤ 푖 ≤ #푄푛} are i.i.d., taking the first and second momentsof both sides in (14), we imply 피[휇푚+푛] ≤ 피[휇푚] and
피[휇2푚+푛] ≤ 피
⎡⎢⎢⎣
( ∑
1≤푖≤#푄푛
(휇(푖)푚 − 피[휇푚]) + #푄푛피[휇푚]
)2⎤⎥⎥⎦
/
#푄2푛
= Var(휇푚)∕#푄푛 + 피[휇푚]2.
We thus obtain (a), and that 피[휇푛] is non-increasing in 푛. Moreover, (a) also implies
피[휇2푚+1] − 피[휇
2
푚] ≤ (3−푑 − 1)Var[휇푚] ≤ 0.
Thus 피[휇2푛] is also non-increasing in 푛.To prove (c), sending first 푛 → ∞ and then 푚 → ∞ in (14), and by the law
of large numbers, we get lim sup푛→∞ 휇푛 ≤ 휇∞ almost surely. Moreover, by Fa-tou’s lemma and the fact (13) that 휇푛’s are uniformly bounded from above, we get
피[lim sup푛→∞ 휇푛] ≥ 휇∞. Therefore, (c) is proved.
By the ABP inequality (Lemma 9), for all 푢 ∈ 푆푛(푠) and 푣 ∈ 푆∗푛 (푠),
− min
푄푛
푢 ≤ −min
휕푄푛
푢 + 퐶푅2푛휇푛(푠)
1∕푑 , (15)
max
푄푛
푣 ≤ max
휕푄푛
푣 + 퐶푅2푛휇
∗
푛(푠)
1∕푑 . (16)
2.2 Lower bound of the convexity
The goal of this subsection is to obtain lower bounds for the subdifferentials (Corol-
lary 15). Similar statement is proved for the fully-nonlinear setting in [4, Lemma
5.1] using the Lipschitz continuity [4, Lemma 2.8] of 휇푛(푠) with respect to 푠. It
is not clear to us why this Lipschitz continuity holds, even for the linear case that
we consider. Note also that unlike [4], in our linear setting the effective matrix 푎̄ is
already given in Theorem 1. To bypass the use of this Lipschitz property, we show
a weak version (Lemma 13) of the quantitative result (Proposition 7) using an ar-
gument of Berger [5] that we learned from him through personal communications.
Roughly speaking, due to the ergodicity of the environment process, the random
walk behaves like a Brownian motion in the long run. Hence, the homogenization
error of the corresponding Dirichlet problem is rather flat in large scale where the
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flatness can be measured by subdifferential sets. Of course, how close the large
scale random walk is to the Brownian motion depends on locally how “good" the
environment is. The i.i.d. nature of the environment enables us to say that with high
probability, a large proportion of the environments are good. Similar arguments can
also be found in [6, Theorem 1.4].
Lemma 13. Let 휓 be a fixed function of 휔(0). For any 휖 > 0, there exist constants
퐶휖, 푚휖 depending on (ℙ, 휖) such that for all푚 > 푚휖 andℙ-almost all휔, the solution
휙 = 휙푚 of (10) in the cube 푄푚 = □3푚 satisfies
ℙ
(
max
푄푚
|휙푚|∕푅2푚 ≤ ‖휓‖∞휖) ≥ 1 − 푒−퐶휖푅푑푚 .
Proof of Lemma 13. Recall that 푅푚 = 3푚. Without loss of generality assume that
퐸ℚ[휓] = 0. By Theorem 1 and the ergodic theorem,
lim
푚→∞
푚−1∑
푖=0
휓(휔̄푖)∕푚 = 0 ℙ × 푃휔-a.s. and in 퐿1(ℙ × 푃휔).
Hence, for 휖 > 0, there exists 푛 = 푛(휖,ℙ) such that
ℙ
(|||1푛퐸휔
[푛−1∑
푖=0
휓(휔̄푖)
] |||≥ 휖
)
< 휖.
We say that a point 푥 ∈ ℤ푑 is (휖-)good (and otherwise bad) if |||퐸푥휔[∑푛−1푖=0 휓(휔̄푖)]∕푛|||≤
휖. Note that the event “푥 is bad" only depends on environments {휔(푦) ∶ 푦 ∈ 퐵푛(푥)}
in ball 퐵푛(푥). Since the environment is i.i.d., we know that {1푥 is bad ∶ 푥 ∈ ℤ푑}
are 푛-dependent random variables. When 푅푚 > 2푛, set 푄푚,푛 ∶= {푥 ∈ 푄푚 ∶
dist(푥, 휕푄푚) > 푛}. By large deviation principle (one might decompose 푄푚,푛 into
푛푑 subsets such that in each subset, 1푥 is bad are i.i.d.),
ℙ
⎛⎜⎜⎝
∑
푥∈푄푚,푛
1푥 is bad∕#푄푚,푛 ≥ 2휖
⎞⎟⎟⎠ ≤ 푛푑푒−푐휖(푅푚−2푛)
푑 ≤ 푛푑푒−퐶휖푅푑푚 .
We will show that for 푅푚 > 푛(휖)2,
ℙ(휇푚(−2휖) ≤ 퐶휖) ≥ 1 − 푛푑푒−퐶휖푅푑푚 . (17)
Indeed, if 푥 ∈ 푄푚,푛 is good, then for any 푢 ∈ 푚(−2휖),
퐸푥휔[푢(푥) − 푢(푋푛)] = 퐸
푥
휔
[푛−1∑
푖=0
(
−휓(휔̄푖) + 2휖
)]
≥ −휖푛 + 2휖푛 > 0
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which implies 휕푢(푥;푄푚) = ∅. Hence, using the fact (Lemma 10) that |휕푢(푥;푄푚)| ≤
퐶 , we have with ℙ-probability at least 1 − 푛푑푒−퐶휖푅푑푚 ,
|휕푢(푄푚)| ≤ 퐶#(푄푚 ⧵푄푚,푛) + 퐶#bad points in 푄푚,푛 ≤ 퐶푛푅푑−1푚 + 퐶휖푅푑푚
and so 휇푚(−2휖) ≤ 퐶푛푅−1푚 + 퐶휖 ≤ 퐶푛−1 + 퐶휖. Taking 푛(휖) large, (17) follows.Let 휏 = min{푘 ≥ 0 ∶ 푋푘 ∉ 푄푚} and set 푣(푥) ∶= 휙푚(푥)+2휖퐸푥휔[휏] ∈ 푚(−2휖).
By (15) and (17), ℙ(min푄푚 푣∕푅2푚 ≥ −퐶휖1∕푑) ≥ 1 − 푛푑푒−퐶휖푅푑푚 . Recalling (11) wehave that 퐸푥휔[휏] ≤ 푑푅2푚. So min푄푚 휙푚∕푅2푚 ≥ min푄푚 푣∕푅2푚 − 퐶휖 and
ℙ
(
min
푄푚
휙푚∕푅2푚 ≥ −2퐶휖1∕푑
)
≥ 1 − 푛푑푒−퐶휖푅푑푚 .
Similarly ℙ(max푄푚 휙푚∕푅2푚 ≤ 2퐶휖1∕푑) ≥ 1− 푛푑푒−퐶휖푅푑푚 . The lemma is proved.
Remark 14. It follows immediately from Lemma 13 that
lim
푚→∞
max
푄푚
|휙푚|∕푅2푚 = 0 (18)
ℙ-almost surely and in 퐿푝(ℙ), 푝 > 0.
By Lemma 13, the homogenization error is uniformly flat in large scale. Conse-
quently, adding a bit of convexity to the random solution will bend the correspond-
ing effective solution like a paraboloid.
Corollary 15. For any 푠 > 0, there exists 퐶 = 퐶(푑) such that
휇∞(푠) ≥ 퐶푠푑 and 휇∗∞(푠) ≥ 퐶푠푑 .
Proof. Let 휙푛 denote the solution of the Dirichlet problem (10) in 푄푛.
Let 푢푛(푥) = 휙푛(푥) − 푠퐸푥휔[휏], where 휏 = 휏(푄푛) denotes the exit time of therandom walk from cube 푄푛. Notice that 퐸푥휔[휏] = 퐸푥휔[|푋휏 |2] − |푥|2, and that 푢푛 ∈푛(푠) with 푢푛 = 0 in 휕푄푛. Furthermore, min푄푛 푢푛 ≤ max푄푛 휙푛 − 푠퐸0휔[휏]. Hence,
휇푛(푠)1∕푑
(15)≥ −퐶 min
푄푛
푢푛∕푅2푛 ≥ −퐶 max푄푛 휙푛∕푅2푛 + 퐶푠퐸0휔[휏(푄푛)]∕푅2푛.
Taking 푛→∞, using (18) and the fact that
lim
푛→∞
퐸0휔[휏(푄푛)]∕푅
2
푛 ≥ lim푛→∞퐸0휔[휏(퐵푅푛)]∕푅2푛 = 1,
we obtain 휇∞(푠) ≥ 퐶푠푑 . The second inequality can be proved similarly.
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2.3 Upper bound of the convexity
The goal of this subsection is to obtain an upper bound (Lemma 19) for moments
of 휇푛(푠) and 휇∗푛(푠) for fixed 푠 > 0 when their values are quite stabilized.Recall the definition of 푄푛(푥) below (12).
Theorem 16. Let 푚, 푛 ∈ ℕ, 푠, 푎, 푎∗ > 0. There exist constants 푛0 ∈ ℕ and 휆 ∈
(0, 1) depending on (푑, 휅) such that, assuming that for 푛 ≥ 푛0 ,
휇(푠;푄푚(푥)) ≤ 2푎, 휇∗(푠;푄푚(푥)) ≤ 2푎∗ for all 푥 ∈ 푄푚+푛, (19)
and that there are non-negative functions 푢 ∈ 푚+푛(푠), 푢∗ ∈ ∗푚+푛(푠)withmin푄푚 푢 =
min푄푚 푢
∗ = 0 and
(i) at least (1 − 휆)#푄푚+푛 points 푥 ∈ 푄푚+푛 satisfy |휕푢(푄푚(푥);푄푚+푛)| ≥ 푎#푄푚;
(ii) at least (1−휆)#푄푚+푛 points 푥 ∈ 푄푚+푛 satisfy |휕푢∗(푄푚(푥);푄푚+푛)| ≥ 푎∗#푄푚;
then 푎 + 푎∗ ≤ 퐶푠푑 .
Lemma 17. Let 푚, 푛 ∈ ℕ, 푠, 푎, 푎∗ > 0. Assume (19). Then for 0 ≤ 푘 < 푛 and any
non-negative functions 푢 ∈ 푚+푛(푠), 푢∗ ∈ ∗푚+푛(푠) with min푄푚 푢 = min푄푚 푢∗ = 0,
max
푄푚+푘
(푢 + 푢∗) ≤ 퐶(푎 + 푎∗)1∕푑푅2푚+푘.
Proof. Let 푔, 푔∗ ∶ 푄̄푚+푘+1 → ℝ be functions that solve{
퐿휔푔 = 퐿휔푔∗ = 0 in 푄푚+푘+1,
푔 = 푢, 푔∗ = 푢∗ on 휕푄푚+푘+1.
Note that 푔, 푔∗ are non-negative. Let 푢̃ = 푢 − 푔 ∈ 푚+푘+1(푠). Then 푢̃|휕푄푚+푘+1 = 0.By assumption, there exists 푥0 ∈ 푄푚 with 푢(푥0) = 0. By the Harnack inequality
for non-divergence form difference operators (see [20, Theorem 3.1], and also [16,
A.1.3] for more detailed proof),
max
푄푚+푘
푔 ≤ 퐶푔(푥0) = −퐶푢̃(푥0) (15),(14)≤ 퐶푎1∕푑푅2푚+푘,
Similarly, we get max푄푚+푘 푔∗ ≤ 퐶푎∗1∕푑푅2푚+푘. Hence
max
푄푚+푘
(푔 + 푔∗) ≤ 퐶(푎 + 푎∗)1∕푑푅2푚+푘.
Setting 푣 = 푢 + 푢∗ − (푔 + 푔∗), we have 퐿휔푣 = 2푠 in 푄푚+푘+1 and 푣|휕푄푚+푘+1 = 0.Thus, in 푄푚+푘+1, we conclude that 푣 ≤ 0 and so 푢 + 푢∗ ≤ 푔 + 푔∗. The lemma
follows.
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Proof of Theorem 16. Set 푛1 ∶= 푛 − ⌊푛0∕2⌋ ≥ 푛0∕2. Let 푢̆(푥) = 푢̆(푥;푄푚+푛) and
푆 ∶=
{
푥 ∈ ℝ푑 ∶ 푢̆(푥) ≤ ℎ(푎 + 푎∗)1∕푑푅2푚+푛} .
Since 푢̆ is convex, 푆 is a convex set.
First, we will show via contradiction that for ℎ ∶= 푅1∕(2푑)−1푛0 ,
min
휕푄푚+푛
푢 + min
휕푄푚+푛
푢∗ ≥ ℎ(푎 + 푎∗)1∕푑푅2푚+푛. (20)
Indeed, if (20) fails, then there exists 푥1 ∈ 휕푄푚+푛 ∩ 푆. Moreover, by Lemma 17,
max푄푚+푛1 (푢+푢
∗) ≤ 퐶(푎+푎∗)1∕푑푅2푚+푛1 ≤ 퐶(푎+푎∗)1∕푑푅2푚+푛푅−1푛0 . Thus푄푚+푛1 ⊂ 푆if 푛0 is large enough. Hence, 푆 contains the convex hull of 푥1 and 푄푚+푛1 . Inparticular, setting 푒′ ∶= 푥1∕|푥1|, 푆 contains the cone  with vertex 푥1 and base{
푥 ∶ 푥 ⋅ 푒′ = 0, |푥| ≤ 푅푚+푛1∕2}. Now let
′ = 푥12 + 12 ( − 푥12 ) ⊂ .
Note that every point in ′ is of distance at least 푅푚+푛1∕16 away from the surface
Qm+n
Qm+n1
C
C ′
x1
Figure 1: Graphical description of the cones ,′.
휕 of . Hence, taking 푛0 large enough, we have
푚 ∶= ⋃
푥∈′∩ℤ푑
푄푚(푥) ⊂  ∩ ℤ푑
and that every point in 푚 is at least of distance 푅푚+푛1∕16 −
√
푑푅푚 ≥ 푅푚+푛1∕32away from 휕. Notice also that dist(푥1,푚) ≥ 푅푚+푛∕8 − 푅푚 ≥ 푅푚+푛∕16 and
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similarly dist(0,푚) ≥ 푅푚+푛∕16. For any 푒 ∈ ℝ푑 with |푒| = 1 and any 푝 ∈
휕푢(푚;푄푚+푛), say, 푝 ∈ 휕푢(푦;푄푚+푛) = 휕푢̆(푦;푄푚+푛) for 푦 ∈ 푚, then 푦±푒푅푚+푛1∕32 ∈, and hence,
푝 ⋅ (±푒푅푚+푛1∕32) ≤ 푢̆(푦 ± 푒푅푚+푛1∕32) − 푢̆(푦) ≤ ℎ(푎 + 푎∗)1∕푑푅2푚+푛.
Moreover, 푦 ± 푒′푅푚+푛∕16 ∈ , and similar argument yields
푝 ⋅ (±푒′푅푚+푛∕16) ≤ ℎ(푎 + 푎∗)1∕푑푅2푚+푛.
We conclude that |푝 ⋅ 푒| ≤ 푐ℎ(푎 + 푎∗)1∕푑푅푚+푛푅1∕2푛0 for all |푒| = 1, and |푝 ⋅ 푒′| ≤
푐ℎ(푎 + 푎∗)1∕푑푅푚+푛. In other words, 휕푢(푚;푄푚+푛) is contained in a cylinder with
height 푐ℎ(푎 + 푎∗)1∕푑푅푚+푛 and base radius 푐ℎ(푎 + 푎∗)1∕푑푅푚+푛푅1∕2푛0 . Thus,|휕푢(푚;푄푚+푛)| ≤ 퐶(푎 + 푎∗)ℎ푑푅푑푚+푛푅(푑−1)∕2푛0 ≤ 퐶(푎 + 푎∗)푅−1∕2푛0 #푚, (21)
where in the last inequality we used ℎ = 푅1∕(2푑)−1푛0 and the fact that #푚 ≥ |′| ≥
푐|| ≥ 퐶푅푑푚+푛푅−(푑−1)∕2푛0 . On the other hand, by (i), choosing 휆 = 푐0푅−(푑−1)∕2푛0where 푐0(푑, 휅) is a small constant so that
(1 − 휆)#푄푚+푛 ≥ #푄푚+푛 − 12#푚,
we get at least half of the points in 푚 satisfying the inequality in (i). Hence,
|휕푢(푚;푄푚+푛)| ≥ 12푎#푚. (22)
Combining (21) and (22), we get 퐶푎 ≤ 푅−1∕2푛0 (푎+ 푎∗). Similar argument also gives
퐶푎∗ ≤ 푅−1∕2푛0 (푎+ 푎∗). Therefore, 퐶(푎+ 푎∗) ≤ 푅−1∕2푛0 (푎+ 푎∗), which is absurd if 푛0is large enough. Display (20) is proved.
Finally, since 퐿휔(푢 + 푢∗) = 2푠, by (20) and (15),
min
푄푚+푛
(푢 + 푢∗) ≥ ℎ(푎 + 푎∗)1∕푑푅2푚+푛 − 퐶푠푅2푚+푛.
On the other hand, by Lemma 17,
min
푄푚+푛
(푢 + 푢∗) ≤ max
푄푚
(푢 + 푢∗) ≤ 퐶(푎 + 푎∗)1∕푑푅2푚.
Therefore, ℎ(푎 + 푎∗)1∕푑 − 퐶푠 ≤ 퐶(푎 + 푎∗)1∕푑푅−2푛 . Recalling ℎ = 푅1∕(2푑)−1푛0 , for 푛0sufficiently large, we get 퐶(푎 + 푎∗)1∕푑 ≤ 푠. Our proof is complete.
Remark 18. A key step in the above proof is to obtain (20). For this, we borrow
some ideas in [4, Lemma 3.1], which states that if a function in a cube is quite convex
locally at all points, then it either bends up on the whole boundary or bends up over
a strip. See also earlier works [10, 25]. Note that a key difference here between our
Theorem 16 and [4, Lemma 3.1] is that we do not require the function to be quite
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locally convex at all points but only at a large portion of points (see assumptions
(i)–(ii)), which is more realistic as we do not expect to have large subdifferential
sets at all points.
Besides, the proof of (20) is done directly through the analysis of the convex set
푆, the cones ,′, and the subdifferential set 휕푢(푚;푄푚+푛). Because of the clear
geometry of the cones, we do not need to use John’s lemma (see [22, Lemma 3.23]),
which says that for any closed convex set 푆 with nonempty interior, there exists an
affine map 휙 ∶ ℝ푑 → ℝ푑 such that 픹̄1 ⊂ 휙(푆) ⊂ 픹̄푑 .
Finally, unlike [4, Lemma 3.1], the second situation that 푢 might bend up over
a strip instead of the whole boundary is ruled out thanks to assumption (19).
Lemma 19. There are constants 푛0 ∈ ℕ, 퐶, 훿 > 0 depending on (푑, 휅) such that
for any 푚 ∈ ℕ and 푠 > 0, if
피[휇푚(푠)2] ≤ (1+ 훿)피[휇푚+푛0(푠)]2 and 피[휇∗푚(푠)2] ≤ (1+ 훿)피[휇∗푚+푛0(푠)]2, (23)
then
피[휇푚+푛0(푠)
2] + 피[휇∗푚+푛0(푠)
2] ≤ 퐶푠2푑 . (24)
Proof. Since the value of 푠 > 0 is irrelevant in the lemma, we simply write 휇푚(푠)
as 휇푚 everywhere in this proof.
Let 푛0 be determined as in Theorem 16, and 휖 < 3−푑푛0−1, 훿 < 3−푑푛0−3휖2 be
positive constants to be determined later. Set 푎푚 = 피[휇푚] and 푎 ∶= 푎푚+푛0 =
피[휇푚+푛0]. Define 푎∗푚, 푎∗ similarly. Let {푄푖푚 ∶ 1 ≤ 푖 ≤ 3푑푛0} denote the collection ofdisjoint 푚-level sub-cubes of 푄푚+푛0 and write 휇푖푚 ∶= 휇(푠;푄푖푚), 휇∗푖푚 ∶= 휇∗(푠;푄푖푚).First, we claim that with ℙ-probability at least 8∕9, |휇푖푚 − 푎| ≤ 휖푎 for all 푖 ∈
퐼 ∶= {1,… , 3푑푛0}. Indeed, for each 푖, by Chebyshev’s inequality and (23), ℙ(|휇푖푚−
푎| ≥ 휖푎) ≤ 피[(휇푖푚−푎)2]∕(휖푎)2 ≤ (피[휇2푚]−푎2)∕휖2푎2 ≤ 훿∕휖2 < 1∕3푑푛0+3. The claimfollows by a union bound. Similar estimates are also true for {휇푖푚+푘 ∶ 푖 ∈ 퐼푘}, and
{휇∗푖푚+푘 ∶ 푖 ∈ 퐼푘} for 0 ≤ 푘 ≤ 푛0, where 퐼푘 = {1,… , 3푑(푛0−푘)}. Now let
퐴1 =
{
휔 ∈ Ω ∶ |휇푖푚+푘 − 푎| ≤ 휖푎, |휇∗푖푚+푘 − 푎∗| ≤ 휖푎∗ for all 푖 ∈ 퐼푘, 푘 = 0, 1} .
Then, ℙ(퐴1) ≥ 5∕9. Note that the same argument also gives ℙ(|휇푚+푛0 − 푎| ≥
0.5휖푎) ≤ 1∕9 and similar estimate for 휇∗푚+푛0 . Let
퐴2 =
{
휔 ∈ 퐴1 ∶ |휇푚+푛0 − 푎| ≤ 0.5휖푎, |휇∗푚+푛0 − 푎∗| ≤ 0.5휖푎∗} .
Then, ℙ(퐴2) ≥ 3∕9.
From now on, we let 휔 ∈ 퐴2 be a fixed environment.
We pick a function 푢 ∈ 푚+푛0(푠) such that|휕푢(푄푚+푛0)|
#푄푚+푛0
≥ (1 − 휖)푎
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Let 푎′ = (1 −√휖)푎. We will verify that all assumptions in Theorem 16 (with 푎
replaced by 푎′) about 푢 are satisfied. First, it is clear that (19) is satisfied for 푎′ by
the definition of 퐴1. Moreover, as 휖 < 3−푑푛0−1,|휕푢(푄푚;푄푚+푛0)|
#푄푚+푛0
=
|휕푢(푄푚+푛0)|
#푄푚+푛0
− 1
#푄푚+푛0
∑
푥∈푄푚+푛0⧵푄푚
|휕푢(푄푚(푥);푄푚+푛0)|
#푄푚
≥ (1 − 휖)푎 − (1 − 3−푛0푑)(1 + 휖)푎 > 0,
where in the inequality we used the fact |휕푢(푄푚;푄푚+푛0)| ≤ |휕푢(푄푚)|. Hence, upto an affine transformation, we are able to assume that min푄푚 푢 = min푄푚+푛0 푢 = 0.Furthermore, let Λ = {푥 ∈ 푄푚+푛0 ∶ |휕푢(푄푚(푥);푄푚+푛0)| ≥ 푎′#푄푚} and 푝 ∶=
#Λ∕#푄푚+푛0 . Then,
(1 − 휖)푎 ≤ |휕푢(푄푚+푛0)|
#푄푚+푛0
= 1
#푄푚+푛0
∑
푥∈푄푚+푛0
|휕푢(푄푚(푥);푄푚+푛0)|
#푄푚
≤ (1 − 푝)(1 −√휖)푎 + 푝(1 + 휖)푎
which implies 푝 ≥ (1 −√휖)∕(1 +√휖). Taking 휖 to be small enough, (i) of The-
orem 16 is satisfied for 푎′. Similarly, all assumptions in Theorem 16 about 푢∗ are
satisfied. We then apply Theorem 16 to yield that 푎+푎∗ ≤ 퐶푠푑 . Combine this with
(23) and Lemma 12(b) to conclude.
2.4 Quantification of ergodicity via the concentration of convexity
This subsection is devoted to the proof of Proposition 7. First, we obtain exponential
decay for the second moments of 휇푛(0) and 휇∗푛(0).
Theorem 20. There exist constants 퐶, 푐 depending on (푑, 휅) such that
피[휇푛(0)2 + 휇∗푛(0)
2] ≤ 퐶푒−푐푛.
Let {푆푖,푗 ∶ 푖, 푗 ≥ 0} be a doubly indexed sequence in ℝ푝 for some 푝 ∈ ℕ. For
퐚,퐛 ∈ ℝ푝, we write 퐚 ≥ 퐛 if 퐚(퓁) ≥ 퐛(퓁) for all 퓁 = 1,… , 푝. For 푐 ∈ ℝ, we write
퐚 ≥ 푐 if 퐚(퓁) ≥ 푐 for all 퓁 = 1,… , 푝. The inequality 퐚 ≤ 푐 is defined similarly.
Lemma 21. Let 훼 < 1, 퐶1, 푛1 be positive constants. Let {푆푖,푗 ∶ 푖, 푗 ≥ 0} be
a doubly indexed sequence in ℝ푝 that is non-decreasing in both 푖, 푗. Set 푆푛 ∶=
lim
푗→∞
푆푛,푗 . Suppose
(i) 푆푖,푗 ≤ 푗 for all 푖 ≥ 0, 푗 ≥ 1.
(ii) For any 푖, 푗 ≥ 0, 푆푖+푛1,푗 − 푆푖,푗 ≤ 훼 implies 푆푖+푛1 ≥ 푗 − 퐶1.
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Then there exists 퐶2 = 퐶2(훼, 퐶1, 푛1, 푆0,0, 푝) > 0 such that
푆푛 ≥ 훼4푛1 푛 − 퐶2 for all 푛 ≥ 0.
Proof. For simplicity we only give a proof for 푝 = 1 and 푆0,0 ≥ 0. The case
푆0,0 < 0 will follow by appropriate normalization of the constants, and the case
푝 ≥ 2 follows the same lines.
For 푗 ≥ 1, since ∑⌈푗∕훼⌉푘=1 푆푘푛1,푗 − 푆(푘−1)푛1,푗 ≤ 푗, there exists 푚1 ∈ [0, 푗∕훼)such that 푆(푚1+1)푛1,푗 −푆푚1푛1,푗 ≤ 훼, and hence, thanks to (ii) and the non-decreasingproperty,
푆⌊푗푛1∕훼⌋+푛1 ≥ 푆(푚1+1)푛1 ≥ 푗 − 퐶1.
Thus,
푆푛 ≥ (푛∕푛1 − 1)훼 − 1 − 퐶1 ≥ 훼푛∕(4푛1) − (퐶1 + 1)
for all 푛 ≥ (2 + 4∕훼)푛1. The lemma follows by choosing 퐶2 appropriately.
Remark 22. Let us now give an example to show that the linear growth of 푆푛 in
the above lemma is optimal. Indeed, take
푆푖,푗 = min{푖, 푗} for all 푖 ≥ 0, 푗 ≥ 1.
Set 훼 = 1∕2 and 푛1 = 1. It is clear that {푆푖,푗} is non-decreasing in both 푖, 푗, and
condition (i) in Lemma 21 holds. To check (ii), we notice that 푆푖+1,푗 −푆푖,푗 ≤ 1∕2 if
and only if 푖 ≥ 푗, in which case we have 푆푖+1 = 푖 + 1 > 푗. In this example,
푆푛 = lim푗→∞푆푛,푗 = 푛 for all 푛 ≥ 0,
and hence, the result of Lemma 21 is optimal.
Proof of Theorem 20. By Corollary 15, setting
푆푛,푚 ∶= −
1
2푑
(
ln피[휇푛(푒−푚)2∕퐶], ln피[휇∗푛(푒
−푚)2∕퐶]
)
∈ ℝ2,
we have 푆푛,푚 ≤ 푚. Besides, it is clear that {푆푛,푚} is non-decreasing in both indices.
We now verify condition (ii) in Lemma 21. Let 푛0, 훿 be as in Lemma 19. Let
푛1 > 푛0 and 훼 ∈ (0, 1) to be determined. If 푆푛+푛1,푚 − 푆푛,푚 ≤ 훼, then
피[휇푛(푒−푚)2] ≤ 푒2푑훼피[휇푛+푛1(푒−푚)2], 피[휇∗푛(푒−푚)2] ≤ 푒2푑훼피[휇∗푛+푛1(푒−푚)2].
By Lemma 12(a),
피[휇푛+푛1(푒
−푚)2] ≤ 푅−푑푛1−푛0피[휇푛+푛0(푒−푚)2] + 피[휇푛+푛0(푒−푚)]2.
Combine the two lines above to yield
(1 − 푒2푑훼푅−푑푛1−푛0)피[휇푛(푒
−푚)2] ≤ 푒2푑훼피[휇푛+푛0(푒−푚)]2.
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Choosing 푛1 large enough and 훼 small enough, we have
피[휇푛(푒−푚)2] ≤ (1 + 훿)피[휇푛+푛0(푒−푚)]2, 피[휇∗푛(푒−푚)2] ≤ (1 + 훿)피[휇∗푛+푛0(푒−푚)]2.
We then apply Lemma 19 to deduce 피[휇푛+푛0(푒−푚)2] + 피[휇∗푛+푛0(푒−푚)2] ≤ 퐶푒−2푑푚,which means 푆푛+푛1,푚 ≥ 푆푛+푛0,푚 ≥ 푚. Thus, condition (ii) in Lemma 21 holds.We now apply Lemma 21 to get 푆푛 ≥ 훼푛∕(4푛1) − 퐶2, which yields
피[휇푛(0)2] + 피[휇∗푛(0)
2] ≤ 퐶푒− 훼4푛1 푛 = 퐶푒−푐푛.
Using (14) and the fact that 휇푛(0) are uniformly bounded, we can obtain the
following improved concentration bound.
Corollary 23. For any 푝 ∈ (0, 푑), there exists a constant 훼 = 훼(푑, 휅, 푝) > 0 such
that for all 푡 ≥ 1 and 푛 ∈ ℕ,
ℙ(휇푛(0) + 휇∗푛(0) ≥ 퐶3−훼푛푡) ≤ 2 exp(−푐(푡 − 1)23푛푝).
Proof. Let 휃 ∈ (0, 1) to be determined and write 푛 = 푛1+ 푛2 with 푛1 = ⌊휃푛⌋. Note
that by (13), 휇푛(0) ≤ 퐶 . Set 휇̄푛 = 피[휇푛(0)]. By Theorem 20 there are constants
퐶1, 푐2 depending on (푑, 휅) such that 휇̄푛 ≤ 퐶13−푐2푛. By (13), (14) and Hoeffding’s
inequality,
ℙ(휇푛(0) ≥ 퐶13−푐2푛1푡) ≤ ℙ
⎛⎜⎜⎝
∑
1≤푖≤#푄푛2
[휇(푖)푛1 − 휇̄푛1]
/
#푄푛2 ≥ (푡 − 1)퐶13−푐2푛1
⎞⎟⎟⎠
≤ exp (−퐶#푄푛2(푡 − 1)23−2푐2푛1) .
Since #푄푛2 = 3푛2푑 , we conclude that
ℙ(휇푛(0) ≥ 퐶13−푐2휃푛푡) ≤ exp (−퐶(푡 − 1)23[(1−휃)푑−2푐2휃]푛) .
Similar inequality holds for 휇∗푛(0). The corollary follows by taking 휃 = 휃(푝) appro-priately and using a union bound.
Proof of Proposition 7. For 푛 ∈ ℕ, let휙푛 ∈ 푛(0) denote the solution of the Dirich-
let problem (10) in 푄푛. Note that −휙푛 ∈ ∗푛 (0). By (15) and (16), we have
1
푅2푛
max
푄푛
|휙푛| ≤ 퐶[휇푛(0) + 휇∗푛(0)]1∕푑 .
By Corollary 23, for 푝 ∈ (0, 푑), there is 훼 = 훼(푑, 휅, 푝) > 0 such that
ℙ
( 1
푅2푛
max
푄푛
|휙푛| ≥ 퐶푅−훼푛 ) ≤ 퐶 exp(−푐푅푝푛). (25)
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To obtain the inequality for general subset 퐵 ⊂ □푅, we let 푚 = 푚(푅) ∈ ℕ be such
that 3푚−1 < 푅 ≤ 3푚. For simplicity assume 퐸ℚ휓 = 0. Let 휏 = min{푘 ≥ 0 ∶ 푋푘 ∉
퐵} and 휏(푚) = min{푘 ≥ 0 ∶ 푋푘 ∉ 푄푚}. Then, by the strong Markov property,
휙(푥) = −퐸푥휔
[휏−1∑
푖=0
휓(휔̄푖)
]
= 휙푚(푥) − 퐸푥휔[휙푚(푋휏)]
and so max퐵 |휙| ≤ 2max푄푚 |휙푚|. Using (25) and 푅푚∕3 < 푅 ≤ 푅푚, the proposi-tion follows.
3 Proofs of quantitative RWRE results
3.1 Proof of Theorem 2
Proof of Theorem 2. First, we extend the definition of 푇 to be a stopping time for
the space-time sequence (푋푚 −푋0, 푚)푚∈ℕ.
Without loss of generality, we assume 푇 ≤ 푛 almost surely and 퐸ℚ휓 = 0. Let
푅 ∶=
√
푛
and define a sequence of stopping times 휏0 = 0,
휏푘+1 = min
{
푚 > 휏푘 ∶ 푋푚 −푋휏푘 ∉ 퐵푅
}
, ∀푘 ≥ 0.
Let 휏(푥,푅) ∶= min{푚 ≥ 0 ∶ 푋푚 ∉ 퐵푅(푥)}. We say that a point 푥 ∈ ℤ푑 is
“good" if max푦∈퐵푅(푥) |퐸푦휔[∑휏(푥,푅)−1푖=0 휓(휔̄푖)]| < 퐶푛1−0.5훼, where 훼 is the same as in
Proposition 7. Then, by Proposition 7, with ℙ-probability at least 1 − 퐶푛푑푒−푐푛푝∕2 ,
all points in 퐵푅2 = 퐵푛 are good. Note that when 푥 is good, then
|||퐸푥휔
[휏(푥,푅)∑
푖=푇
휓(휔̄푖)1휏(푥,푅)>푇
] ||| =|||퐸푥휔
[
1휏(푥,푅)>푇퐸
푋푇
휔
[휏(푥,푅)∑
푖=0
휓(휔̄푖)
]] |||≤ 퐶푛1−0.5훼.
Hence, with ℙ-probability at least 1 − 퐶푛푑푒−푐푛푝∕2 , by the Markov property,
|||퐸휔
[푇−1∑
푖=0
휓(휔̄푖)
] ||| =||| ∞∑
푘=1
퐸휔
[휏푘+1−1∑
푖=휏푘
휓(휔̄푖)1푇>휏푘
]
− 퐸휔
[휏푘+1∑
푖=푇
휓(휔̄푖)1휏푘<푇≤휏푘+1
] |||
=||| ∞∑
푘=1
퐸휔
⎡⎢⎢⎣1푇>휏푘퐸
푋휏푘
휔
⎡⎢⎢⎣
휏(푋휏푘 ,푅)−1∑
푖=0
휓(휔̄푖) −
휏(푋휏푘 ,푅)−1∑
푖=푇
휓(휔̄푖)1휏(푋휏푘 ,푅)>푇
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎤⎥⎥⎦ |||
≤ 퐶 ∞∑
푘=1
푃휔(휏푘 < 푇 )푛1−0.5훼. (26)
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By [18, Lemma 4], there exist constants 푐1, 푐2 > 0 such that 퐸휔[푒−푐1휏(0,푅)∕푅2] <
푒−푐2 for ℙ-almost every 휔 ∈ Ω. By the Markov property, 퐸휔[푒−푐1휏푘∕푅2] < 푒−푘푐2 for
all 푘 ≥ 1. Thus by Chebyshev’s inequality,
푃휔(휏푘 < 푇 ) ≤ 푃휔(휏푘 < 푛) ≤ 퐸휔[푒(푛−휏푘)푐1∕푅2] ≤ 퐶푒−푘푐2 .
This inequality, together with (26), yields the theorem.
3.2 Berry-Esseen estimate (Theorem 3)
Proof of Theorem 3. Let 휓 be any bounded function of 휔(0) with 퐸ℚ휓 = 0. By
Theorem 2, with probability at least 1 − 퐶푒−푐푛푝∕2 , we have |퐸푥휔[∑푚푖=0 휓(휔̄푖)]| ≤
퐶푛1−훼 for all 푥 ∈ 퐵푛 and 0 ≤ 푚 ≤ 푛. Hence, withℙ-probability at least 1−퐶푒−푐푛푝∕2 ,
퐸휔
⎡⎢⎢⎣
(푛−1∑
푘=0
휓(휔̄푘)
)2⎤⎥⎥⎦ ≤ 2
푛−1∑
푖=0
퐸휔
[
휓(휔̄푖)
푛−푖−1∑
푗=0
휓(휔̄푖+푗)
]
= 2
푛−1∑
푖=0
퐸휔
[
휓(휔̄푖)퐸푋푖휔
[푛−푖−1∑
푗=0
휓(휔̄푗)
]]
≤ 퐶 푛−1∑
푖=0
푛1−훼 = 퐶푛2−훼
and so
퐸휔
[|||1푛 푛−1∑
푘=0
휓(휔̄푘)|||2
]
≤ 퐶푛−훼.
In particular, for any unit vector 퓁 ∈ ℝ푑 , with ℙ-probability at least 1 − 퐶푒−푐푛푝∕2 ,
퐸휔
[|||1푛 푛−1∑푘=0퐸휔[(푋푘+1 −푋푘) ⋅ 퓁)2|ℱ푘] − 퓁푇 푎̄퓁|||2
]
≤ 퐶푛−훼, (27)
where ℱ푘 ∶= 휎(푋0,… , 푋푘). Set 푆2푛 = 퐸휔[(푋푛 ⋅ 퓁)2] = 퓁푇푀푛퓁, where 푀푛 =
퐸휔[
∑푛−1
푖=0 휔̄
푖]. By Theorem 2, | 1
푛
푆2푛 − 퓁
푇 푎̄퓁| ≤ 푛−훼 holds with ℙ-probability at
least 1 − 퐶푒−푐푛푝∕2 . So (27) yields
퐸휔
[||| 1푆2푛
푛−1∑
푘=0
퐸휔[(푋푘+1 −푋푘) ⋅ 퓁)2|ℱ푘] − 1|||2
]
≤ 퐶푛−훼.
Therefore, by a quantitativemartingale CLT ([19, Theorem 2] or [27, Theorem 1.1]),
with ℙ-probability at least 1 − 퐶푒−푛푝∕2 ,
sup
푟∈ℝ
|||푃휔 (푋푛 ⋅ 퓁∕√푛 ≤ 푟√퓁푇 푎̄퓁) − Φ(푟)|||≤ 퐶(푛−훼 + 푛−1)1∕5 ≤ 퐶푛−(훼∧1)∕5.
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4 Quantitative bounds for the homogenization errors
In this section we will use quantitative versions of Berger’s argument [5] to bound
the homogenization errors of both elliptic and parabolic non-divergence form differ-
ence operators. That is, with the quantification of the ergodicity of the enironment
process (Theorem 2), we know precisely how long it takes the RWRE to behave
like a Brownian motion. (In comparison, recall that the proof of Lemma 13 only
uses the ergodicity ofℚ.) In light of (7), if we consider RWREwith long jumps (cf.
definitions of stopping time 휎 in both subsections 4.1 and 4.2), then the correspond-
ing difference operator of the RWRE will approximate the generator of the limiting
Brownian motion, and the approximation can be quantified thanks to Theorem 2.
4.1 The elliptic case: proof of Theorem 5
Let 푢, 푢̄ be as in Theorem 5. For 푞 ∈ (0, 푑), let 훾 = 훾(푞) ∈ (0, 0.5) be a constant
whose value will be determined in the last step of the proof of Theorem 5. Let
푅0 ∶= 푅훾 and denote the exit time of the random walk from a ball (centered at the
starting point) of radius 푅0 as
휎 = 휎(푅0) ∶= min
{
푛 ≥ 0 ∶ 푋푛 −푋0 ∉ 퐵푅훾} .
Definition 24. Let 훼 = 훼(푑, 휅, 1) > 0 and 퐶 be as in Proposition 7. We say that a
point 푥 is good (and otherwise bad) if for all 휁 (휔) ∈
{
휓(휔)
tr(휔) ,
휔
tr(휔)
}
,
|||퐸푥휔[ 휎−1∑
푖=0
(휁 (휔̄푖) − 퐸ℚ휁 )
]|||≤ 퐶‖휁‖∞푅2−훼0 .
Note that by Proposition 7, ℙ(푥 is bad) ≤ 퐶푒−푐푅0 .
Proof of Theorem 5. Since 푔 ∈ 퐶3(휕픹1), it can be extended to be a function in
퐶2,1(픹1) with |푔|2,1;픹1 ≤ 퐶|푔|2,1;휕픹1 . By [15, Theorem 6.6] and ABP inequality,|푢̄|2,1;픹1 ≤ 퐶(|푓 |0,1 + |푔|2,1). Set
푢̄푅(푥) ∶= 푢̄(
푥
푅
).
Then, for 푥 ∈ 퐵푅,
퐿휔푢̄푅+1(푥) =
1
2tr(휔(푥))
푑∑
푖=1
휔푖(푥)[푢̄(
푥+푒푖
푅+1 ) + 푢̄(
푥−푒푖
푅+1 ) − 2푢̄(
푥
푅+1 )]
= 12tr(휔(푥))푅2 tr
(
휔(푥)퐷2푢̄( 푥
푅
)
)
+ 푂(푅−3), (28)
where |푂(푅−3)| ≤ 퐶(|푓 |0,1;픹1 + |푔|2,1;픹1)푅−3.Our proof of the theorem consists of a few steps, where the first two steps are
to justify that the discrepancy between the discrete and continuous boundaries does
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not generate much error. In Steps 3 and 4 we control the homogenization error by
comparing (the covariance matrices of) a large scale random walk to the Brownian
motion at good points. In the last two steps, we obtain an exponential tail for the
number of bad points.
Step 1. We claim that in 퐵푅, 푢̄푅(푥) is very close to the solution 푢̂ ∶ 퐵̄푅 → ℝ of{
퐿휔푢̂ = 퐿휔푢̄푅+1 in 퐵푅,
푢̂(푥) = 푔( 푥
푅+1 ) on 휕퐵푅.
To this end, let 푢+, 푢− denote the functions 푢±(푥) = 푔( 푥푅+1 ) ±퐶 (푅+1)
2−|푥|2
푅2
,
where 퐶 is a constant to be determined. Then 푢± = 푢̄푅+1 = 푔( 푥푅+1 ) on
휕픹푅+1. Taking 퐶 = 퐶(|푔|2,1) > 0 large enough, for 푥 ∈ 픹푅+1, we
have tr[푎̄퐷2(푢+ − 푢̄푅+1)] ≤ 푐푅2 ([푔]2,1;픹1 + |푓 |0;픹1 − 퐶) ≤ 0, and similarly
tr[푎̄퐷2(푢− − 푢̄푅+1)] ≥ 0. Hence by the comparison principle,
푢− ≤ 푢̄푅+1 ≤ 푢+ in 픹푅+1.
In particular, for 푥 ∈ 휕퐵푅,|푢̄푅+1(푥) − 푔( 푥푅+1 )| ≤ 퐶 (푅+1)2−|푥|2푅2 ≤ 퐶푅 .
Thus, noting that 퐿휔(푢̂ − 푢̄푅+1) = 0 in 퐵푅, by (16) and Lemma 10 we get
max
퐵푅
|푢̂ − 푢̄푅+1| ≤ 퐶푅 ,
which, together with the Lipschitz continuity of 푢̄, yields
max
퐵푅
|푢̂ − 푢̄푅| ≤ 퐶푅 .
Step 2. Now let 푢̃ be the solution of{
퐿휔푢̃ =
1
2tr(휔)푅2 tr(휔퐷
2푢̄( 푥
푅
)) in 퐵푅,
푢̃ = 푔( 푥|푥| ) on 휕퐵푅.
Then by (28) and the Lipschitz continuity of 푓 and 푔, |퐿휔(푢̃− 푢̂)| ≤ 퐶∕푅3
in 퐵푅 and |푢̃ − 푢̂| ≤ 퐶∕푅 on 휕퐵푅. By Lemma 9 and Lemma 10, we get
max퐵푅 |푢̃ − 푢̂| ≤ 퐶∕푅 and so by the previous step,
max
퐵푅
|푢̃ − 푢̄푅| ≤ 퐶푅 .
Step 3. It remains to bound max퐵푅 |푢 − 푢̃|. Let 푣 ∶= 푢̃ − 푢. We will define a smallperturbation 푤 of 푣, which has a small subdifferential set (see (29) below).
Notice that{
퐿휔푣 =
−1
2푅2 tr
((
푎̄ − 휔tr(휔)
)
퐷2푢̄( 푥
푅
)
)
+ 1
푅2
푓 ( 푥
푅
)
(
휓̄ − 휓휔(푥)tr(휔)
)
in 퐵푅,
푣|휕퐵푅 = 0 on 휕퐵푅.
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Set 휓0(휔) ∶= 휓휔(푥)tr(휔) − 휓̄ , and 휔0 = 휔tr(휔) . Then
퐸푥휔[푣(푋휎) − 푣(푥)] =
−1
푅2
퐸푥휔
[휎−1∑
푖=0
1
2 tr[(푎̄ − 휔̄
푖
0)퐷
2푢̄(푋푖
푅
)] + 푓 (푋푖
푅
)휓0(휔̄푖)
]
.
Since 푎̄, 휔̄0 are boundedmatrices, |퐷2푢̄( 푦푅 )−퐷2푢̄( 푥푅 )| ≤ 퐶푅0∕푅 = 퐶푅훾−1and similarly |푓 ( 푦
푅
)−푓 ( 푥
푅
)| ≤ 퐶푅훾−1 for any 푦 ∈ 퐵푅0(푥), we have for anygood point 푥 ∈ 퐵푅−푅0 ,
퐸푥휔[푣(푋휎) − 푣(푥)]
= 1
푅2
퐸푥휔
[휎−1∑
푖=0
1
2 tr[(푎̄ − 휔̄
푖
0)퐷
2푢̄( 푥
푅
)] + 푓 ( 푥
푅
)휓0(휔̄푖)
]
+ 푂(푅훾−1)
퐸푥휔[휎]
푅2
= 푂(푅(2−훼)훾−2 + 푅3(훾−1)) = 푂(푅(2−훼)훾−2).
We let 휏푅 = min{푛 ≥ 0 ∶ 푋푛 ∉ 퐵푅} and set
푤(푥) = 푣(푥) + 퐶1푅−훼훾−2퐸푥휔[휏푅],
where 퐶1 > 0 is a constant to be determined. Then, for any good point
푥 ∈ 퐵푅−푅0 ,
퐸푥휔[푤(푋휎) −푤(푥)] = 푂(푅
(2−훼)훾−2) − 퐶1푅−훼훾−2퐸푥휔[휎] < 0
if 퐶1 is chosen to be large enough since 퐸푥휔[휎] ≥ 푅20. This implies
휕푤(푥;퐵푅) = ∅ for any good point 푥 ∈ 퐵푅−푅0 , (29)
because otherwise there exists 푝 ∈ ℝ푑 such that 0 ≤ 퐸푥휔[푤(푋휎) −푤(푥) −
푝 ⋅ (푋휎 − 푥)] = 퐸푥휔[푤(푋휎) − 푤(푥)]. Here, we used the optional stoppingtheorem and the fact that 푋푛 is a martingale.
Step 4. Now, we will apply the ABP inequality to bound |푣| from the above. Since
퐿휔푤 = 퐿휔푢̃ − 퐿휔푢 − 퐶1푅−훼훾−2 ≤ 퐶∕푅2, by Lemma 10, |휕푤(푥;퐵푅)| ≤
퐶푅−2푑 for 푥 ∈ 퐵푅. Let
ℬ푅 =ℬ푅(휔, 훾) ∶= #bad points in 퐵푅−푅0 .
Display (29) then yields
|휕푤(퐵푅)| ≤ [ℬ푅 + #(퐵푅 ⧵ 퐵푅−푅0)]퐶푅−2푑≤ 퐶(ℬ푅 + 푅푑+훾−1)푅−2푑 .
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By Lemma 9, min퐵푅 푤 ≥ −퐶푅|휕푤(퐵푅)|1∕푑 ≥ −퐶ℬ1∕푑푅 푅−1 −퐶푅(훾−1)∕푑 .Therefore, noting that 퐸푥휔[휏푅] ≤ (푅 + 1)2 and choosing 훼 < 1∕푑,
min
퐵푅
(푢̃ − 푢) ≥ min
퐵푅
푤 − 퐶1푅−훼훾−2 max푥∈퐵푅
퐸푥휔[휏푅]
≥ −퐶(ℬ1∕푑푅 푅−1 + 푅−(1−훾)∕푑 + 푅−훼훾 )
≥ −퐶(ℬ1∕푑푅 푅−1 + 푅−훼훾 ).
Similar upper bound formax퐵푅(푢̃− 푢) can be obtained by substituting 푓, 푔by −푓,−푔 in the problem. This, together with Step 2, yields
max
퐵푅
|푢̄푅 − 푢| ≤ 퐶(ℬ1∕푑푅 푅−1 + 푅−훼훾 ).
Step 5. We will show that
피[exp(푐푅훾(1−푑)ℬ푅)] < 퐶. (30)
To see this, observe that we can cover the ball 퐵푅−푅0 with 푅푑0 (not neces-sarily disjoint) subsets 푆푖, 푖 ∈ 퐼 ∶= {1,… , 푅푑0}, such that for each 푖 ∈ 퐼 ,
#푆푖 ≤ 퐶(푅∕푅0)푑 and dist(푥, 푦) > 푅0 for any 푥, 푦 ∈ 푆푖. In other words,
{1푥 is bad ∶ 푥 ∈ 푆푖} are independent random variables. Since for 푥 ∈ ℤ푑 ,
피[exp(푐푅01푥 is bad)] ≤ 푒푐푅0ℙ(푥 is bad) + 1
≤ 푒푐푅0푒−퐶푅0 + 1 ≤ 1 + 푒−푐푅0
if 푐 < 퐶∕2, for eachℬ푖 ∶= #bad points in 푆푖 we have
피[exp(푐푅0ℬ푖)] ≤ (1 + 푒−푐푅0)퐶(푅∕푅0)푑 ≤ 퐶.
Hence, using Hölder’s inequality,
피[exp(푐푅1−푑0 ℬ푅)] ≤ 피[∏
푖∈퐼
exp(푐푅1−푑0 ℬ
푖)]
≤∏
푖∈퐼
‖exp(푐푅1−푑0 ℬ푖)‖퐿푅푑0 (ℙ)
=
∏
푖∈퐼
(피[exp(푐푅0ℬ푖)])1∕푅
푑
0 < 퐶.
Step 6. Let 풳푅 = 푅−훾ℬ1∕푑푅 and
풳 = max
푅≥1 풳푅.
Then by Chebyshev’s inequality, for 푡 ≥ 1, 푅 ≥ 1,
ℙ(풳푅 > 푡) ≤ 피[exp(푐푅−훾(푑−1)ℬ푅 − 푐푅훾 푡푑)]
≤ 퐶 exp(−푐푅훾 푡푑) ≤ 퐶훾푅−2 exp(−푐푡푑),
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where 퐶훾 depends on (훾, 푑, 휅). Thus by a union bound, for 푡 ≥ 0, ℙ(풳 >
푡) ≤ 퐶훾푒−푐푡푑 and
피[exp(푐풳 푑)] <∞.
Since max퐵푅 |푢̄푅 − 푢| ≤ 퐶(풳푅훾(훼+1)−1 + 1)푅−훼훾 . The theorem follows bytaking 훾 ≤ (푑 − 푞)∕[푑(1 + 훼)].
4.2 The parabolic case: proof of Theorem 6
The proof of the parabolic case also uses a quantification (Theorem 2) of the er-
godicity of the environment process and follows similar ideas as the elliptic case.
Note that unlike elliptic operators, linear parabolic operators are related to stochas-
tic processes that involve both space and time.
Let 푌̂푛 = (푌푛, 푇푛) be a Markov chain on ℤ푑 × ℤ with transition probability
푃휔
(
푌̂푛+1 = (푦, 푚 + 1)|푌̂푛 = (푥, 푚)) = ⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
휔푖(푥)∕[2(1 + tr휔)] if 푦 = 푥 ± 푒푖,
1∕(1 + tr휔) if 푦 = 푥,
0 otherwise.
Note that the time coordinate 푇푛 = 푇0 + 푛 of 푌̂푛 grows linearly. Denote the law
of 푌̂푛 with initial state 푌̂0 = 푥̂ by 푃 푥̂휔 and let 퐸푥̂휔 be its expectation. For a function
푢 ∶ ℤ푑 × ℤ→ ℝ, the corresponding parabolic operator for the process 푌̂푛 is
ℒ휔푢(푥, 푛) ∶=
(
1
2 tr(휔∇
2푢(푥, 푛 + 1)) + [푢(푥, 푛 + 1) − 푢(푥, 푛)]
)
∕(1 + tr휔).
Clearly,ℒ휔푢(푥̂) = 퐸 푥̂휔[푢(푌̂1)] − 푢(푥̂).
Remark 25. We have the following comments.
1. Amain difference between (푌푛) and the randomwalk (푋푛) defined in (5) is that
(푌푛) has positive probability to stay put. In particular, (푌푛) can be considered
as a time changed process of (푋푛).
2. Denote the environment viewed from the point of the particle (푌푛) as
휔̂푖 = 휃푌푖휔 ∈ Ω, 푖 ≥ 0. (31)
By Theorem 1, theMarkov chain 휔̂푖 has an invariant ergodic measure ℚ̂ ≈ ℙ.
It can be easily checked that
ℚ̂(d휔) =
(1 + tr휔)∕tr휔
퐸ℚ[(1 + tr휔)∕tr휔]
ℚ(d휔). (32)
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3. Theorem 2 also holds for balanced random walks with stay-put. Indeed, for
any bounded function 휓 of 휔(0) with 퐸ℚ̂[휓] = 0, let 휏푅 = min{푘 ≥ 0 ∶
푌푘 ∉ 퐵푅}. Then, under the notation of (8), 푢(푥) = 퐸푥휔[
∑휏푅−1
푖=0 휓(휃푌푖휔)]
solves the Dirichlet problem with 푢|휕퐵푅 = 0 and 퐿휔푢 = 1+tr휔tr휔 휓 in 퐵푅. Note
that 퐸ℚ[
1+tr휔
tr휔 휓] = 0 by (32). By Proposition 7 (Let 훼, 푝 be the same as
therein.)
ℙ
(
max
푥∈퐵푅
|푢(푥)| ≥ 퐶푅−훼) ≤ 퐶푒−푐푅푝 .
Then, exactly the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2 (Section 3.1)
shows that for any 푝 ∈ (0, 푑), there exists 훼 = 훼(푑, 휅, 푝) > 0 such that
ℙ
(|||1푛퐸휔[ 푇∧푛−1∑푖=0 (휓(휃푌푖휔) − 퐸ℚ̂휓)]|||≥ 퐶‖휓‖∞푛−훼∕2
)
≤ 퐶푒−푐푛푝∕2 (33)
for any stopping time 푇 of the random walk (푌푖).
Similar to Section 4.1, we use a discrete parabolic ABP estimate to control
solutions of the Dirichlet problem (3). For any function 푢 ∶ 퐾̄푅 → ℝ and (푥, 푛) ∈
퐾푅, define the parabolic subdifferential sets
휕푢(푥, 푛) = 휕푢(푥, 푛;퐾푅)
=
{
푝 ∈ ℝ푑 ∶ 푢(푦, 푚) − 푢(푥, 푛) ≥ 푝 ⋅ (푦 − 푥) for all (푦, 푚) ∈ 퐾푅 ∪ 휕푝퐾푅 with 푚 > 푛} .
and let
풟푢(푥, 푛) = {(푝, 푞 − 푝 ⋅ 푥) ∶ 푝 ∈ 휕푢(푥, 푛), 푞 ∈ [푢(푥, 푛), 푢(푥, 푛 + 1)]} ⊂ ℝ푑+1.
The following discrete parabolic ABP inequality is implicitly contained in the proof
of [14, Theorem 2.2]. For the purpose of completeness, we include its proof in the
appendix.
Theorem 26 (Parabolic ABP inequality). There exists a constant 퐶 = 퐶(푑) such
that for any function 푢 ∶ 퐾̄푅 → ℝ,
min
휕푝퐾푅
푢 ≤ min
퐾푅
푢 + 퐶푅
푑
푑+1
( ∑
(푥,푛)∈퐾푅
[푢(푥, 푛 + 1) − 푢(푥, 푛)]|휕푢(푥, 푛)|)1∕(푑+1) .
Note that for any (푥, 푛) ∈ 퐾푅,|풟푢(푥, 푛)| = [푢(푥, 푛 + 1) − 푢(푥, 푛)]|휕푢(푥, 푛;퐾푅)|. (34)
Similar to Lemma 10, we have an upper bound for |풟푢(푥, 푛)| in terms ofℒ휔.
Lemma 27. There exists 퐶 = 퐶(푑, 휅) such that for 푢 ∶ 퐾̄푅 → ℝ with 푢|휕푝퐾푅 = 0
and any 푥̂ = (푥, 푛) ∈ 퐾푅 |풟푢(푥̂)| ≤ 퐶 (ℒ휔푢)푑+1+ .
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Proof. By the same argument as in Lemma 10, |휕푢(푥̂;퐾푅)| ≤ (ℒ휔푢)푑+. Moreover,when풟푢(푥, 푛) ≠ ∅, then 푢(푥, 푛+1)−푢(푥, 푛) ≤ 퐶ℒ휔푢(푥̂) by uniform-ellipticity.
For 푥̂ = (푥, 푛), set
푥̂(푅) = ( 푥
푅
, 푛
푅2
), 푢̄푅(푥̂) ∶= 푢̄(푥̂(푅)).
For simplicity of notation, we set
휓0(푥) =
휓(휃푥휔)
1+tr휔(푥) , 휉 =
휔
1+tr휔 , 푏0 =
1
1+tr휔 ,
and write the ℚ̂-expectations of 휓0, 휉, 푏0 as 휓̄0, 휉̄, 푏̄0, respectively. Denote these
quantities viewed from the viewed of 푌푛 as
휓̂ 푖0 ∶= 휓0(푌푖), 휉̂
푖 ∶= 휉(푌푖), 푏̂푖0 ∶= 푏0(푌푖).
We define good points similarly as in the elliptic case. Let 훾 ∈ (0, 1∕3) be a
constant whose value will be determined at the end of the proof of Theorem 6. Set
푅0 ∶= 푅훾 and
휎 = 휎(푅0) =∶ min
{
푘 ≥ 0 ∶ 푌̂푘 − 푌̂0 ∉ 퐾푅0
}
.
Definition 28. Let 훼 = 훼(푑, 휅, 1) and 퐶 be the same as in (33). We say that a point
푥 ∈ ℤ푑 is good (and otherwise bad) if for all 휁 ∈ {휓0, 휉, 푏0},
|||퐸푥휔[ 휎−1∑
푖=0
(휁 (푌푖) − 퐸ℚ̂[휁 (0)])
]|||≤ 퐶(1 + ‖휓‖∞)푅2−훼0 .
Note that by (33), ℙ(푥 is bad) ≤ 퐶푒−푐푅0 .
Recalling (32), both (3) and its effective equation (4) can be rewritten as
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
ℒ휔푢(푥̂) =
1
푅2
푓 (푥̂(푅))휓0(휃푥휔) 푥̂ ∈ 퐾푅,
푢(푥, 푛) = 푔
(
푥|푥|∨√푛 , 푛|푥|2∨푛
)
(푥, 푛) ∈ 휕푝퐾푅,
(35)
and { 1
2 tr(휉̄퐷
2푢̄) + 푏̄0휕푡푢̄ = 푓휓̄0 in 핂1,
푢̄ = 푔 on 휕푝핂1.
For 푥̂ = (푥, 푛) ∈ 퐾푅, by the Lipschitz continuity of 퐷2푢̄ and 휕푡푢̄,
ℒ휔푢̄푅+1(푥̂) (36)
= 12 tr(휉(푥)∇
2푢̄푅+1(푥, 푛 + 1)) + 푏0(푥)[푢̄푅+1(푥, 푛 + 1) − 푢̄푅+1(푥, 푛)]
= 1
푅2
[
1
2 tr
(
휉퐷2푢̄( 푥
푅
, 푛+1(푅+1)2 )
)
+ 푏0(푥)휕푡푢̄(푥̂(푅))
]
+ 푂(푅−3)
= 1
푅2
푓 (푥̂(푅))휓̄0 +
1
2푅2 tr
(
(휉 − 휉̄)퐷2푢̄(푥̂(푅))
)
+ 1
푅2
(푏0 − 푏̄0)휕푡푢̄(푥̂(푅)) + 푂(푅−3).
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Proof of Theorem 6: Since 푔 ∈ 퐶32 (휕푝핂1), it can be extended to be a function in
퐶32 (핂1) with |푔|퐶32 (핂1) ≤ 퐶|푔|퐶32 (휕푝핂1).
Step 1. Let 푢1 ∶ 퐾̄푅 → ℝ be the solution of{
ℒ휔푢1 = ℒ휔푢̄푅+1 in 퐾푅,
푢1(푥̂) = 푔(푥̂(푅+1)) on 휕푝퐾푅.
We claim that 푢̄푅 is very close to 푢1. Indeed, for 푥̂ = (푥, 푡), define functions
푢±(푥̂) = 푔(푥̂(푅+1)) ±퐶
(푅+1)2−|푥|2
푅2
, where 퐶 is a constant to be determined.
Then 푢± ≷ 푢̄푅+1 on 휕푝핂푅+1. Moreover,ℒ휔(푢± − 푢̄푅+1) ≶ 푐푅2 (‖푔‖퐶32 (핂1) ±|푓 |0,1;핂1 ∓ 퐶) ≶ 0 in 퐾푅+1 if 퐶 is chosen to be large enough. Hence bythe comparison principle, 푢− ≤ 푢̄푅+1 ≤ 푢+ in 퐾푅+1. In particular, for
푥̂ ∈ 휕푙퐾푅 in the lateral boundary,
|푢̄푅+1(푥̂) − 푔(푥̂(푅+1))| ≤ 퐶 (푅+1)2−|푥|2푅2 ≤ 퐶푅 .
To obtain the same control in the time boundary 휕푡퐾푅, we let 푣±(푥̂) =
푔(푥̂(푅+1))± 퐶
푅2
[(푅+1)2− 푡]. Similarly we haveℒ휔(푣±− 푢̄푅+1) ≶ 0 in퐾푅+1
if 퐶 is large enough, and 푣± ≷ 푢̄푅+1 in 휕푝퐾푅+1. Thus 푣− ≤ 푢̄푅+1 ≤ 푣+ in
퐾푅+1 and so for 푥̂ ∈ 휕푡퐾푅,
|푢̄푅+1(푥̂) − 푔(푥̂(푅+1))| ≤ 퐶 (푅+1)2−푡푅2 ≤ 퐶푅 .
The two displays above and the comparison principle implies max퐾푅 |푢1 −
푢̄푅+1| ≤ 퐶∕푅, which, together with the regularity of 푢̄, yields
max
퐾푅
|푢1 − 푢̄푅| ≤ 퐶∕푅.
Step 2. Let 푢2 be the function that satisfies 푢2 = 푢 in 휕푝퐾푅 and
ℒ휔푢2 =
1
푅2
푓 (푥̂(푅))휓̄0 +
1
2푅2 tr
(
(휉 − 휉̄)퐷2푢̄(푥̂(푅))
)
+ 1
푅2
(푏0 − 푏̄0)휕푡푢̄(푥̂(푅))
in퐾푅. By (36) and the Lipschitz continuity of 푓 and퐷2푢̄, |ℒ휔(푢1−푢2)| ≤
퐶∕푅3 in 퐾푅. Also, max휕푝퐾푅 |푢1 − 푢2| ≤ 퐶∕푅. By Theorem 26 andLemma 27 we get max퐾푅 |푢1 − 푢2| ≤ 퐶∕푅 and so by the previous step
max
퐾푅
|푢2 − 푢̄푅| ≤ 퐶∕푅.
Step 3. It remains to bound max퐾푅 |푢2 − 푢|. Let 푣 ∶= 푢2 − 푢. Then 푣 satisfies
푣|휕푝퐾푅 = 0 and
ℒ휔푣 =
1
푅2
[
푓 (푥̂(푅))(휓̄0 − 휓0) +
1
2 tr
(
(휉 − 휉̄)퐷2푢̄(푥̂(푅))
)
+ (푏0 − 푏̄0)휕푡푢̄(푥̂(푅))
]
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in 퐾푅. Thus for 푥̂ = (푥, 푛) ∈ 퐵푅−푅0 × [0, 푅2 − 푅20),
퐸 푥̂휔[푣(푌̂휎) − 푣(푥̂)]
= 1
푅2
퐸 푥̂휔
[ 휎−1∑
푖=0
푓 (푌̂ (푅)푖 )(휓̄0 − 휓̂
푖
0) +
1
2 tr
(
(휉̂푖 − 휉̄)퐷2푢̄(푌̂ (푅)푖 )
)
+ (푏̂푖0 − 푏̄0)휕푡푢̄(푌̂
(푅)
푖 )
]
.
Since 휉̂푖, 휉̄ are bounded matrices, |퐷2푢̄(푦̂(푅)) − 퐷2푢̄(푥̂(푅))| ≤ 퐶푅0∕푅 =
퐶푅훾−1 and |푓 (푦̂(푅)) −푓 (푥̂(푅))| ≤ 퐶푅훾−1 for any 푦̂ ∈ 푥̂+퐵푅0 × [0, 푅20), forany good point 푥 ∈ 퐵푅−푅0 and 푛 ∈ [0, 푅2 − 푅20), we have
퐸 푥̂휔[푣(푋̂휎) − 푣(푥̂)] =
1
푅2
퐸 푥̂휔
[ 휎−1∑
푖=0
푓 (푥̂(푅))(휓̄0 − 휓̂ 푖0) +
1
2 tr
(
(휉̂푖 − 휉̄)퐷2푢̄(푥̂(푅))
)
+ (푏̂푖0 − 푏̄0)휕푡푢̄(푥̂
(푅))
]
+ 푂(푅훾−1)
퐸 푥̂휔[휎]
푅2
= 푂(푅(2−훼)훾−2 + 푅3(훾−1)) = 푂(푅(2−훼)훾−2).
Thus, setting 휏푅 = min{푛 ≥ 0 ∶ 푌̂푛 ∉ 퐾푅} and (with 퐶1 > 0 to be
determined)
푤(푥̂) = 푣(푥̂) + 퐶1푅−훼훾−2퐸푥̂휔[휏푅],
for any good point 푥 ∈ 퐵푅−푅0 and 푛 ∈ [0, 푅2 − 푅20), we get
퐸 푥̂휔[푤(푌̂휎) −푤(푥̂)] = 푂(푅
(2−훼)훾−2) − 퐶1푅−훼훾−2퐸푥̂휔[휎] < 0
by taking 퐶1 large enough. (Note 퐸푥휔[휎] ≥ 푐푅20.) This implies that
풟푤(푥, 푛;퐾푅) = ∅ (37)
for any good point 푥 ∈ 퐵푅−푅0 and 푛 ∈ [0, 푅2 − 푅20).
Step 4. Now we will apply the parabolic ABP inequality to bound |푣| from the
above. Since ℒ휔푤 = ℒ휔푢2 −ℒ휔푢 − 퐶1푅−훼훾−2 ≤ 퐶∕푅2, by Lemma 27,|풟푤(푥̂;퐾푅)| ≤ 퐶푅−2(푑+1) for 푥̂ ∈ 퐾푅. Let
ℬ푅 =ℬ푅(푅0, 푅, 휔) ∶= #bad points in 퐵푅−푅0 .
Display (37) then yields that
|풟푤(퐾푅)| ≤ [ℬ푅푅2 + #퐾푅 ⧵ (퐵푅−푅0 × [0, 푅2 − 푅20))]퐶푅−2(푑+1)≤ 퐶(ℬ푅 + 푅0푅푑−1)푅−2푑 .
By Theorem 26,
min
퐾푅
푤 ≥ −퐶푅푑∕(푑+1)|풟푤(퐾푅)|1∕(푑+1) ≥ −퐶(ℬ푅푅푑 )1∕(푑+1)−퐶푅−(1−훾)∕(푑+1).
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Therefore, noting that 퐸 푥̂휔[휏푅] ≤ 푅2 and choosing 훼 < 1∕(푑 + 1),
min
퐾푅
(푢2 − 푢) ≥ min퐾푅 푤 − 퐶1푅−훼훾−2 max푥̂∈퐾푅퐸푥̂휔[휏푅]
≥ −퐶(ℬ푅
푅푑
)1∕(푑+1) − 퐶푅−(1−훾)∕(푑+1) − 퐶푅−훼훾
≥ −퐶(ℬ푅
푅푑
)1∕(푑+1) − 퐶푅−훼훾
Similarly, substituting 푓, 푔 by −푓,−푔 in the problem, we get
max
퐾푅
(푢2 − 푢) ≤ 퐶(ℬ푅푅푑 )1∕(푑+1) + 퐶푅−훼훾
The above inequalities, together with Step 2, yields
max
퐾푅
|푢̄푅 − 푢| ≤ 퐶(1 +ℬ1∕(푑+1)푅 푅훼훾−푑∕(푑+1))푅−훼훾 .
Step 5. By the same argument as in the proof of (30) in the elliptic case, we also
get 피[exp(푐푅훾(1−푑)ℬ푅)] < 퐶 . Setting
풴 = max
푅≥1 푅
−푑훾∕(푑+1)ℬ1∕(푑+1)푅 ,
similar argument as in the previous subsection gives 피[exp(푐풴 푑+1)] <∞.
The theorem follows by choosing 훾 = 훾(푞, 훼) appropriately.
Remark 29. Finally, we give some comments about i.i.d. structure and uniform
ellipticity used in the paper as following.
1. With minor modifications of our arguments, similar results can be obtained
for finite-dependent environment. Recall that the places that i.i.d. structure
of the field is used are Lemma 12(a), Corollary 23 and (30). In all of those
places, the finite-dependence only introduces extra terms that do not con-
tribute to the main order of the quantities.
Furthermore, we can allow 휓 to be a local function (i.e., a function that
depends only on finitely many coordinates 휔(푥) of 휔) which makes the sub-
differentials in disjoint sets finite-dependent. This falls again to the finite-
dependent regime.
2. Our arguments might be applicable to ergodic environments with appropri-
ate mixing rates. Of course, in mixing cases, there may be different rates
for the homogenization errors and different probability estimates (depending
on how mixing the environment is). See also remarks in [4]. It would be
interesting to figure out the corresponding results in this direction.
3. We assume uniform ellipticity for technical reasons (e.g., the use of ABP
and Harnack inequalities for uniform elliptic operators). As [18, 7] show,
in i.i.d. environment, the loss of ellipticity does not prevent the RWRE to be
diffusive in large scale. We believe that obtaining quantitative homogeniza-
tion results in a balance random environment without uniform ellipticity is
an important open problem.
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Appendix: Proof of the discrete parabolic ABP inequality
The following proof of Theorem 26 is inspired by the results of Deuschel, Guo,
Ramirez [14]. We include it here for the purpose of completeness.
Proof of Theorem 26. Without loss of generality, assume min휕푝퐾푅 푢 = 0, and forsome 푥̂0 = (푥0, 푛0) ∈ 퐾푅,
푀 ∶= −푢(푥̂0) = −min
퐾̄푅
푢 > 0.
Set Λ =
{
(휉, ℎ) ∈ ℝ푑 ×ℝ ∶ 푅|휉| < ℎ < 푀2 }. Then |Λ| = 퐶푀푑+1∕푅푑 . To provethe theorem, it suffices to show that
Λ ⊂ 풟푢(퐾푅) ∶=
⋃
푥̂∈퐾푅
풟푢(푥̂;퐾푅).
For any fixed (휉, ℎ) ∈ Λ, set 휙(푥, 푛) = 푢(푥, 푛) + 휉 ⋅ 푥 + ℎ. By the definition of Λ,
we have 휙(푥̂0) < 0. We claim that there exists 푥̂1 = (푥1, 푛1) ∈ 퐾푅 with 푛1 ≥ 푛0
such that 휙(푥̂1) ≤ 0 and (휉, ℎ) ∈ 풟푢(푥̂1;퐾푅). Indeed, for 푥 ∈ 퐵푅, let
푁푥 = max
{
푛 ∶ (푥, 푛) ∈ 퐾푅 and 휙(푥, 푛) ≤ 0} .
Here we use the convention max ∅ = −∞. We define (푥1, 푛1) to be such that
푛1 ∶= 푁푥1 = max푥∈퐵푅
푁푥 ≥ 푁푥0 ≥ 푛0.
Then, for any 푥̂ = (푥, 푛) ∈ 퐾푅 with 푛 > 푛1, we have 휙(푥̂) > 0 ≥ 휙(푥̂1). Also,
for any 푥̂ ∈ 휕푝퐾푅, by the definition of Λ and 휙, we have 휙(푥̂) > 0 and so 휉 ∈
휕푢(푥̂1;퐾푅). Moreover, 푢(푥1, 푛1) ≤ ℎ− 푥1 ⋅ 휉 < 푢(푥1, 푚) for any 푚 > 푛1. Therefore
(휉, ℎ) ∈ 풟푢(푥̂1). The theorem follows by using (34).
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